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Sclxx^ls (connects all School Depts) 778-7772
Historical Society 778-2335
Council on Aeing 778-81%
U. S. Post Office 772-3231
Exeter Area Chamber of Commerce 772-241
1
Wirter lurking Baii From Nov. 15 to April 1. ix) parking permitted on ANY public street be-
tween 12 Mid. &. 6AM. Town Lots: listen for fire aJamis at 7, 8, & 9 PM; move @ 1AM. Pay
attention to anixxiirements for Snow Einergencies.... or be towed.
Dogs: Register in March; due by April 30th. Court forfeiture $25 + penalty of $1. for each
nx)nth ixx licensed. Contact Town Clerk @ ext. 105.
Voter R^stration At Town Qerk's office. Must show I.D. and proof of residency.
TouTi Meeting: Deliberative session: Saturday, 1/31, 9AM @ Town Hall; Voting is Tuesday,
March 10, 1998 w/voting booths open 8AM-8PM at Town Hall. Info? Town Gerk. Exeter
School District Deliberative Session is Feb 3rd, 7PM @ Town Hall. School Q>op Deliberative
Session on Feb. 5th, 7PM @ Talbot G>Tn (w/all towns present). Final voting on botli is Tuesday,
March 10 from 8AM-8PM @ Town Hall. Call School offices for info on school meetings.
yMsier KUs: Sent quarteriy & includes rates for both water & sewer (if applicable to your pro-
perty). (Questions? Contact water & sewer office @ ext. 108.
Tnansfer Station Permits: Residential & tenporary available from Tn. Ofc, Receptionist M-F
8A4:30P ($7 & $2.50 respectively). Traasfer Station available for disposing of extra blue bags,
wtiite goods, stunps/bnish. Houts: Tues & Sat 9A-2:30P; Tli MP.
Riiii.sh Collection: Haixiled by private contractor. Blue Bags @ $1.00 per. Curbside BY 7AM
on sclKxiuled day. Route info & specifics: f\jblic Works @ ext. 157.
Recycling: Handled by private contractor. Bins available for $7 @ Tn Ofc Reception. Pick-up
coincides w/rubbish routes. Iix:ludes: newspapers, wliite & colored paper, magazines, cardboard,
glass, plastics (PET #1 & HDPE #2), aluminum & metals. Route info & specifics: Public Works
(g)ext. 157.
Selectnen meet: Monday evenings as posted: 7PM in Nowak Room, Tn. Ofc. building. Agenda
items MUST be submittal to Town Manager's Office by 12N prior Wednesday.
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Usually the decision on the dedication of the annual Town Report takes much dis-
cussion by the Boco'd of Selectmen. It often ends up as a decision taken at the
last moment.
However, the decision to dedicate this year's Town Report to Flavia Page came
both eerily and very early in 1997. Flavia was one of those people who was
always on top of the action, eager to be involved and usually hoping to take
charge. There was also the side of her that was relaxed and always eager to keep
tPujt card game going strong throughout the cftemoon. How cppropriate it is that
the picturefedured here isfrom her 100th birthday.... playing cards!
Flavia was afounding member of Exeter's Council on Aging in 1973. She was
also dedicated to the senior's meals program which began in 1974 through the
Somersworth Housing A uthority - a project she co-chaired with Doug Dicey. She
became afixture with the Council, mea/s program and senior events in general -
always willing to assist anyone. Flavia assisted seniors with sorting through their
medical bills, taxes and maybe even taught afew thefine 'art' of card playing.
Though the decision to dedicate the Town Repofi to Flavia was made early on in
1997, she, unfortunately, passed av^qy in August at the tenderyoung age of 103.
Her keen mind, opinioned statements and infectious giggle is ceiiainly missed by
all who knew her. The world was certainly a better placefor having known Havia
Page
FLAVIA T.PAGE










MINUTES OFTOWN MFFTTNG PROCESS FOR 1997
(Abbreviated - refer to 1996 Town Report & Town Clerk for article description)
Deliberative Session: March 12, 1997
Article 1 (Election of Officials); Articles 2 through 12 (Zoning Amendments) - not discussed.
Article 13: Slate of Officers presented for 1997 by Nominating Committee.
Bucket Recommendations Committee:
Salvatore Morgani Samuel Daniell Neil Fitch
Ann Burke Ann Titus Benjamin Labb
Robert Elastman Robert Davidson Marshall Armand
Nomination made to add Carol Aten to Committee: motion made to limit number
of members on Committee to 9. Vote: Nays won. Moderator instructed Clerk to list 10
members and to add Ms. Aten to list.
Fence Viewer Peter Dow
Weighen George Wool
Measurer of Wood/'Bark: Robert Eastman
Article 14: No action - will appear on ballot as printed.
Article 15: No action - will appear on ballot as printed.
Article 16: Operating Budget ($10,927,307): Motion to add $1 13,000 back in to match amount
recommended by Budget Committee to total $11,041,307. Vote: Yes 152; No 129.



















No action - wi
No action - wi
No action - wi
No action - wi
No action - wi









11 appear on ballot.
11 appear on ballot.
11 appear on ballot.
11 appear on ballot.
11 appear on ballot.
11 appear on ballot.
11 appear on ballot.
11 appear on ballot.
11 appear on ballot.
11 appear on ballot.
11 appear on ballot.
11 appear on ballot.
11 appear on ballot.
11 appear on ballot.
Add "The New Outlook teen center, located in the former nursing home facility on
Court Street, provides a safe, structured environment for teen activities and services to the
community." Amended article will appear on the ballot.
32: Amended to read: ".. to see if.....providing an outdoor skateboarding and in-line
skating area for use by the public. The parcel will be selected by the Board of Select-
men." Amended article will appear on the ballot.
33: Individuals who have worked hard to bring our cable educational and government
to the viewers were thanked.
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Second Session of Annual Meeting - Tuesday, April 8, 1997 (8AM-8PM - ballot votes on all)
Article 1: Ann-Marie Bailey (Selectman)
Judith 1-. Haskell (l.ibran Trustcx')
John W. llenson (Librar> Tnxstee)
IXrbrd Altschiller (Libran, Trustee)
Am\-Belh S\viez\Tiski (Irustee/lrust Fund)
Ining R. BrcwstcT ('rrustec/Robinson Fund)
lX)uglas Eastman { Trustee/Swasey Parkwax
)











































PcTmitted Uses. CT-1 District Yes
Permitted Uses of C-3 in C'F- 1 District Yes
Permitted Uses/principal uses - C-1 Dist. Yes 1721*
Reduce maximum height C-2 Yes 1606*
Reduce required rear yard setback; C-2 Yes 1227*
Accessor,' structures Yes 1433*
Equitable waivers/Dimensions Yes 1479*
Clarifies "Yard" Yes 1561*
Criteria for communications towers Yes 1693*
Clarifies 'Telecommunications Providers" Yes 1553*
Town Officers: as amended 3/12/97 Yes 1839*
Bond issue of $650,000 (needs 2/3) Yes 143
1
Slorm/sanitarv sewer $750,000 (2/3) Yes 1585*
Town budget'($l 1.041.307) Yes 1025
(town reverts to default budget of $10,246,716 of 1996)
Police agreement Yes 1608*
Firefighters' agreement Yes 1612*
S.E.A. agreement Yes 1249*
Town Clerk salary Yes 1 367*
Accept gifts, legacies Yes 1840*
Retirement Sick Leave Fund Yes 1588*
Lease/purchase Fire Truck Yes 1292*
Add to Portsmouth Ave Capital Reserve Yes 1 349*
Modifv elderlv exemptions Yes 1838*
Rescind $850.'000 - closing l^dfill Yes 1539*
Renew Sportsmen's Club lease Yes 1 526*
Town convey easement for gas pipeline Yes 1469*
Conservation convey gas pipeline easem't Yes 1453*
Fund RcKk. Nulrition/Mcals-wheels Yes 1922*
Support New (Xillook feen Center Pgm Yes 1048
































Meeting closed at 9:50PM.
Respectfully submitted (in full detail)
Linda M. Hartson, CMC, Town Clerk
Deliberative Session - Annual Town IVfeeting: Revised 1997 Operating Bix^et
Saturday, May 3, 1997 - Lincoln Street Gymnasium; 9:00AM
Article 1 : Shall the Town raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including ^pro-
priations by special warrant articles, the amounts set forth on the budget posted with the warrant,
for the purposes set therein, totalling $10,824,221? Should this article be defeated, the operating
budget shall be $10,246,716, which is the same as last year with certain adjustments required by
previous action of the Town or by law. (The Board of Selectmen recommends this appropriation).
Details explained: Original budget presented at March 12th deliberative session and amended.
Voting on April 8th defeated amended article. Selectmen presenting revised budget to this deli-
berative session. Decision at this session to be presented to voters on June 3, 1997 (vote by
ballot).
Motion made to increase proposed budget by $48,500. Vote: Yes 39 No 25. Amended budget
to be presented on June 3, 1997 is $10,872,721.
Meeting adjourned at 9:30AM.
Second Session - Annual Town Meeting: Revised 1997 Operating Budget
Tuesday, June 3, 1997. Polls open 8AM to 8PM
Results of the ballot vote: Yes 498 No 797 Blank 1, with 1,296 votes cast (13% partici-
pation). Moderator Tucker declared Article 1 defeated.
Budget reverts to default budget of $10, 246,716 for 1997 (the same as last year with certain
adjustments required by previous action of the Town or by law).
Respectfully submitted (in full detail),




After the excitement ot' 1 996 w iih the presidential elections, the great amounts of snow and the
Mcxxl of Cfciobcr. 1997 was a \eiir that f{xeter got back to "normaf. I-Acryone was atTectcd h\
the ditfcrcni c\cnts of '96 and the town was put to the test.
Nineteen Ninety Seven was a lime to regroup and look lo our future luid what was ahead lor us as
a communit}'. We, as a town, had to decide what was going to be and what was not. With the
advent of the voting changes, the voters decided that o\ cr $50{).0()0 w ould be cut from the opera-
ling budget. l"he Selectmen were faced with new challenges: mostly how lo keep services high,
while reducing spending. It was not an easy task and one that caiLsed manv concems within our
deparlments.
I^ch deparlmenl was faced with some reductions. Some v\ere greater than others, but all depart-
ments were aflecled bv the changes. Manv items have been postponed or called, because vou the
voter told us lo reduce. Police cruisers were not purchased, maintenance luid repairs were not
done, mosquitos were nol controlled, federal mandates were postp(,)ned luid sidewalks and road up-
grades were reduced. Iliis took its toll on manv of the residents as well as town personnel.
With the new revaluation of the entire town, our Assessor's office was and is verv' busy. The
expansion of the housing developments ofll^ the Hampton Road and the proposal of the new retire-
ment communilA,. kepi our Planning department and Building deparlmenl working at high speed.
The Public Works department had lo repair and rework manv' of the roads and water and sewer
lines because of the damage done bv the Hood. Fach of these departments should be commended
for their work and dedication, lliey trulv kept Exeter moving forward.
Our Parks and Recreation department continues to see large growth in all phases of their work.
From the verv voung to the elderlv . all programs saw increases. The depiulmenl met all ihe re-
quests and then some.
Our Police luid Fire departments continued their fine tradition of giving llxeler qualitv service.
Fach department met the challenges given them with the utmost professionalism. The Police
department, whose budget was reduced, was able to perform above and bevond with less.
Cruisci-s were not purchased and the vehicles were sorely tested. We ended the year with ai least
two cmisers out of service cUid no moncv lo repair ihcm.
One of the manv tiulslanding cxiunples of town employees doing their job was the rcccnl work
done bv our Police department. A ver> volatile incident was avoided when police otTicers talked
an individual, with a gun. out of using it. ihose otTicers are to be commended.
Ihe town's residents are served everv' dav bv the different departments in our town olTices. from
the reception area lo the fown Clerk's olTicc. lo the lown Miuiagcr's olTicc. lo ihe Welfare
deparl-menl. cvcrvone is served by dedicated individuals who work hard to keep l:.\eler moving
forward. Starting at the office of Town Manager George Olson. Exeter's residents' concems are
well served.
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There are many who volunteer their time and energies to Exeter's many communities. Each of
these people should be thanked by all of us for a job well done. By volunteering to be a part of
our government, these people give their valuable time to us. It is easy to criticize when you are
looking in from the outside. But realize what a commitment they have made to make Exeter a
wonderfial town.
Exeter's commitment to insuring the best for its residents, as seen by the purchasing of the new
fire tanker truck, is second to none. We always look to what is best for the town as a whole and
work to make our town a great place to live and work and for our children to grow in.
ResjDectfially submitted,
Paul G. Scafidi. Chairman Wendy Stanley Jones. Vice Chairman
Ann Marie Bailey, Clerk Robert H. Rowe Paul A. Binette
REPORT OF THE TOWN MANAGER
As I've noted in many of my past reports, being Town Manager in Exeter is remarkable for the
seemingly endless variety of challenges it presents. Just when I think that I have a handle on the
job, the job changes again. Fhe big change for 1997 was how we all get to vote on the annual
town warrant. With the passage of what is referred to as Senate Bill 2 in March of 1996, Exeter
voters experienced the most significant change in how we govern ourselves since the decision to
increase the number of Selectmen from 3 to 5 in 1970. Under the new system, rather than meet at
the Talbot Gym in early March and vote the budget and warrant articles up or down, for the first
time in 1997. voters made their decision on the budget and warrant articles in the privacy of the
voting booth.
My sense is that our voters made the transition to this new way of voting with ease. This is a
direct reflection of the hundreds of hours spent by the Town Clerk, the Moderator and the Board
of Selectmen making the move to the new system a success. For all of the controversy associated
with the change, voters seemed to accept the new system in stride.
With all the excitement associated with the implementation of Senate Bill 2, it's easy to miss that
a long list of other exciting events occurred during the year. After 3 years of work, the first reval-
uation in a decade was completed in October. Fortunately the Board of Selectmen had made a
concerted effort, beginning in 1992, to adjust property values on an annual basis to keep all values
current. This effort lead to relatively little change in the overall value of the Town following the
revaluation. As a result while there were examples of considerable increase and decreases in the
value of individual properties, on balance the average value of property changed little. With the
new values in hand, with all new computerized mapping available, and with the installation of
new computer hardware and software, the Assessor's Office is now in a position to maintain up to
date property information and values as never before. Property owners can even access informa-
tion from the department's computer directly.
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And while we're talking computers. 1997 saw the Water and Sewer Department computerize its
meter reading process. No more account booLs. No more dirt smudged pages. No more hours
with the hand calculator. Now water meter readings are entered into a hand held meter and the
information is downloaded into the Town's computer system for billing. This change came later
than originalK planned h\ tlic ulilit\ because of the continuing work to bring the water treatment
plant back to where it was before the flood of 1996. Indeed as late as September work was on-
going to make repairs to the plant.
On the sewer side of things, 1997 saw the publication of a new Sewer Facilities Plan. Iliis
$150,000 effort provides the utilit> with information on the condition and capacity' of the Town's
sanitar>' sewer system never before available. For the first time, the impact of new development
on the sewer system coming ft-om the study can be modeled. ITiat's the good news. The bad
news is that we learned that there is much still to be done to separate the sanitary system from the
storm water system in town.
Other significant events of the year, in no particular order, included the signing of memorandums
of understanding between the Board of Selectmen and the Swasey Parkwav and Oilman Park
Trustees, clarity ing resi:)ective responsibilities: passage of warrant articles fiinding 3 new collective
bargaining agreements with the Town's unions; the gift of over 350 acres of land off the Epping
Rd. to the Rockingham County Development Corporation to be used for development of new
business and industry coming to Exeter; the passage of a warrant article to purchase a new fire
pumper to replace a 25 year old piece of equipment, and we're looking forward to the gift of some
40 acres of land off the Kingston Rd to be known as " Ilie L. Chester Simpson Recreation Area."
And last, but by no means least, a 'thank you' to the Selectmen, all of the Town's wonderful
employees and to all of you who make this such a terrific job in a terrific Town. (And that re-
minds me of one of my favorite stories. About 10 years ago I attended an Exeter Area Chamber
of Commerce day long goal setting session. There were about 50 of us in attendance and the
leader started off by asking how many of us were Exeter natives. Seven or eight hands went up.
He asked how many of us had lived in 5 or more towns. Just about all of the hands went up.
Then he asked how many of us had lived in a better place than Exeter. No one's hand went up.
Enou^ said.)
Respectfully submitted,
George N. Olson, Town Manager
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Structure Fire @ 4 Gary Lane
3/20/97. Photo by Wayne J. Raymond EFD
Firefighter A ndy Head




The priman i'ocus of the Assessor's Otllce in 1997 has been the Town-wide revaluation. Earlier
this Near, two intomia! meetings were held to explain the revaluation process. Property inspec-
tions, comprising of both the interior and exlerior. concluded in June with new assigned values in
August. Each propert> owner was mailed a letter stating their new assessed value in August.
Propert\ owners had the opportunit> to attend an informal hearing, to ask questions about their
land and building \alues iuid ha\e general questions answered concerning their property. As a
result ollhe revaluation, the new values should appro.\imale market value and are reflected on the
November, 1997 tax bill.
The processing of revaluing property is an attempt to bring equity and proportionality to all pro-
pert)' types in Town so each prop>ert\' owner will pay their fair share of the tax burden. The
Assessing OlTicc will continue to review and adjust propert\ values on a yearh basis in order to
keep assessed values close to market value. The last rown-vvide revaluation occurred in 1988
when all properties were inspected, the real estate market was high and values were not reviewed
yearly to adjust to current market.
The revaluation has increased the Town's tax base from $618.8 million in 1996 to $645.5 million
in 1997. A $26.7 million increase of 4%. The increase is attributed to two new large subdivi-
sions, new construction from building permits, finding parcels of land from our new tax maps
whose owners are unknown, a slight appreciation in the market place on some types of property
and the refinement of overall assessed values.
Information on tax relief in the form of Elderly Exemptions or Veterans Credit are available in the
ofTice with a new deadline date of March 1st following the notice of the tax bill. Also available
are "Current Use" and "Intent to Cut Timber" procedures.
llie Assessor and OlTice StalT are alwavs available to address anv concerns or questions regarding
your propert\ or the revaluation and encourage vour participation in the education and understand-
ing of the assessment process.
I would like to thank niv fellow office employees and property owners for their support and un-
derstanding during this past year and look forward to a productive transitional period during the
final states of the 1 own-wide revaluation.
Respectfulh submitted.
John E. DeVittori
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT ms^i
FOR THE MUNICIPAUTY OF EXETER YEAR ENDING December 31, 1 997
DEBITS
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SUMMARY OF VALUATION (1997 Assessed Valuation per MS-1)




Total Value of Land:





























Valuation Before Exemptions S645.584.243
Net Taxable Valuation $640,334,243
CURRENT USE REPORT
Farm Land 519 acres
Forest Land 2,878 acres
Unproductive Land 1.390 acres
Total: 4.787 acres
SOURCE OF TOWN REVENUES
TAXES
Land Use Change Changes $ 58.947
Yield Taxes $ 3,616
Payments in Lieu of Taxes $ 1 8.666
Int/Penalties- Delinquent Tx $ 200000
UCENSES, PERMITS & FEES
Business Licenses & Pennits $ 300
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees $ 135.000
Building Permit Fees $ 35,000














Sale of Municipal Prop)erty $ 500
Interest on Investments $ 160.000
INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN
Sewer $ 1.187,358
Water $ 1,008,038
Capital Reserve Fund $
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
Proceeds from Long Term Notes
& Bonds $ 750,000
GENERAL FUND BALANCE
Unreserved Fund Balance $ 946,599
Fund Balance to be Retained $ 646,599
TOTAL REV/CREDITS $6,468,087
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TOWN CLERKS REPORT
RcNcnuc in the Town Clerk's Office continued to increase over the previous year. The total
amount of monies collected through November 30 is $1,314,94J. This represents an increase of
S57.615 over the pre\ioas year, for the same pericxl of time. ITiis increase is attributable to new
resident growth in our I own and the subsequent \ehicle registrations, an increase in new car
sales, and the issuance of birth and death certificates. The total figures are as follows:
Vehicle Permit Fees $1,246,137 Title Fees $4,986
Auto Sticker Fees 30.065 Dog Licenses 8,943
Vital Rcx-ords 14.320 UCC Filings 7,734
Miscellaneous Revenue 2,756
This revenue is deposited in the Town's General Fund and is used for the day to day operational
expenses. From this revenue, monies are dispersed to the State for the Pet Over-Population Fund,
the Vital Records Improvement Fund, and the Spousal Protection Fund.
Our mail-in renewal notices are continuing to receive favorable reaction and many residents take
advantage of this service. If you prefer to come in and renew in person (and we like to see you),
this notice serves as a timely reminder. It was particularh helpfijl to both the residents and the
Office staff during the period of time our window hours were reduced because of staff medical
problems.
State laws governing dog licensing continue to keep us verv' bus\'. We registered over 1400 dogs
this \ear and we know there are dogs that still have not been legally registered. Our thanks to
Animal Control Officer Neal Jones for providing assistance and service throughout the year.
Challenges face us every day, and this year was no exception. I"he challenge that affected us all
was the use of the Offlcal Ballot (also known as SB-2) for the lovvn and School District voting.
Mv thanks to evervone - 1 own officials and residents - for their patience, understanding, and
support in making the election process a pxjsitive experience. We will be using the Official Bal-
lot again this vear for fown. School District, and Co-Operative School voting. Please participate
in the Deliberative sessions, as well as the voting, and make your presence known.
We will also have a State Primarv' and the State General Flections in 1998. It is this Office's
respoasibilit\' to safeguard, distribute and ccwrdinate absentee ballots for out-of-town and other
residents, register new voters, record minutes, and support other election officials at the polls.
Again we urge your participation in these important events.
My thanks to Lois Mazurka, Lisa Buxton and Debra Unger whose knowledge, efficiency, positive
attitudes and supp<^irt make the operation of this office so successful. My thanks also to Alice
F)orman for hcT voluntcxT assistance in this olllce throuulu)ut the vear. We also appreciate the
work Alice Dorman, Peg Duhamel and Ruthan Dagastino provide as Supervisors of the Checklist.
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Many hours are spent by these ladies updating and correcting our voter checklist. My continued
appreciation to our Town Officials, other Town Employees, and to the people of Exeter for their
support. This is a community to be proud of!
!
RespectfLilly submitted.
Linda Hartson Macomber, CMC
1 own Clerk
BUDGET RECOMMENDATIONS COMMITTEE 1997-'98
REVIEW OF 1998 BUDGET
9/23 10/28 10/29 11/04 11/5
Salvatore Morgani, Chair X
Ann Titus X










































































George Olson. Town Mgr. X











As in previous years, 1997 was a busy year for the Building Department. New homes were the
bulk of our inspections, with fifty (50) new single family homes being constructed. Subdivisions
such as l-.\ctcr larms. Captain's Meadow and I'.xcter falls I-^tatcs 11 should be built-out within a
year or so; the AmberwcxxJ subdivision on Hampton Falls Road has been sold out completely.
There are still a few more lots scattered throughout the fown which have not yet been develof)ed.
ThcTc are two proposals for subdivisions off Newfields Road one being Phase II of the Captain's
Meadow subdi\ ision. This should equate to appro.ximately forty-five (45) new house lots and
should keep us bus\ through the \ear 2000.
As for commercial projects, one of our largest is the Wellness facility. "Svnerg}". located on the
campus of the E.xeter Hospital and is anticipated to be completed by early Januarv' 1998. A new
hocke\ rink will commence construction in early spring once all approvals have been granted. A
permit has just been issued for a major renovation of the former Rockingham County Courthouse
building on Hampton Road and we will be seeing new tenants move in before this summer. A
new Alzheimer's wing, with an additional twent\' (20) beds, is presently under construction at
Langdon Place of Exeter and a proposal for a 7,440 square foot addition to the Goodwin's Nursing
Home is being reviewed.
As for completed new projects, we saw the Rohr's Family Restaurant be replaced with a KFC, the
expansion of the Wentworth Motors building, a new look for the Foss Motors site as it absorbed
the former 'fo\ota Store location for additional parking, and a new Gibbs Gas & Food Mart.
I would like to remind and welcome residents that our office is always open for any questions you
may have in regard to construction projects that you may be planning in the upcoming year.
In closing, 1 would like to express my gratitude to the office staff - Muriel Coulstring, Art French
and Barb McE\'oy for making our department as productive and efficient as possible and also a
"ITiank-You" to the Board of Selectmen. Town employees, and the residents for their continued






1997 BUILDING PERMITS ISSUED - 680
PERMIT AMOUNT - $ 17,325,424.03
PERMIT FEE AMOUNT - $ 89,594.23 (*;
EXETER FIRE DEPARIMENT
This \car the fire dcpartnicnl continued to maintain the emergency fire and medical response
levels of the previous >ear. Although the total propcTtv tire loss is less than last year. 2 Exeter
families narrowK escajx^d life threatening situations in unrelated early morning fires while asleep.
iViesc events iKcurrcxl at 4 (Jan I^e on March 20th. and 4 Prospect St on November 26th.
Working smoke detcxtoni are still the bc^t early warning devices for fire protection and we urge
all to test detectors and replace batteries regularly.
The reccTit deliverv of the new lingine 1 pumper truck approved at last town meeting and voting
session will provide this community with the necessar>' fire attack and rescue capabilities well into
the ne.xt centurv . My sincerest thanks to all who supported this endeavor.
As of this writing, two Exeter firefighters are enrolled in the year long paramedic school. When
they graduate next September, six will have been certified at the Firefighter/Paramedic levels.
In November, the fire department conducted a live fire training exercise at a house scheduled for
demolition on Epping Road. This important training allowed all career and call firefi^ters. as
well as some area firefighters, to employ strategy and tactics for 8 different fire scenarios that
day. Financial assistance from Shafmaster Co. for this event was gratefully appreciated.
Lieutenant C. Richard Irish retired on September 1st after more than 23 years as a full-time fire-
fighter. We wish him the best of luck in his fliture endeavors. Robert A. Irish was promoted to
the Lieutenant position vacated by his brother.
Former Call Deputy Fire Chief John J. Sinclair passed away this year. John had served the Exeter
Fire Department and gave nearly 40 years of dedicated service before his retirement in 1976. He
remaineid active in community affairs and was a former member of the Exeter Budget Committee.
I wish to thank the Board of Selectmea Town Manager. Department Heads and all employees of









Restaurant and food service inspections were conducted by the State Bureau of Food Protection
and monitored at the local level. The State Bureau is currently doing it's annual inspections in
town for 1995. As of October 31, the Health Department has conducted a total of 232 food ser-
vice inspections; 59 of these inspections were with the State Inspector. The town has 76 food
service operations licensed and 3 mobile operations licensed in other towns. This year 12 opera-
tions closed with 6 of the closed re-opened under new ownership. There were 4 new establish-
ments opened. Four special food poisoning investigations were conducted, and one establishment
experienced a minor fire. November and December local inspections included bacteria test
inspections.
The department conducted 5 foster care inspections and 3 daycare inspections. One pool inspec-
tion and bacterial testing was done by D.E.S. and followed-up by local inspections. Two lead
paint inspections were conducted by the State Department and several asbestos abatement projects
were monitored at the town level. Two boil orders were issued to the Department from D.E.S:
one was town wide and the other involved a private well situation.
The department instituted, with the help and encouragement from the State Health Officer Liaison,
and has been host to the Seacoast Area Health Officer Training Meetings. The meetings are held
every other month.
A total of 303 health-related activities have been handled as of October 31, 1997. A breakdown
of all health activities is included in the Exeter Fire Department Consolidated Report.






Nineteen Ninety Seven was quiet as there was little in the way of major natural or man made
disasters. However, during this time period, this office managed to renovate the emergency
operations center. This renovation project was frinded entirely by state, federal and Northeast
Utilities (Seabrook) monies. Aso completed was an updated computerized version of the town
local emergency operations plan. This computerized version will enable us to make necessary
changes quickly and efficiently.
Another achievement was the total reimbursement of repairs done to the public safety complex











8. Neck, Back Injury
9. Cardiac Arrest
10. Unanended Death


















29. Motor Veh Accident
30. Severe Infection









40. In Ser\'ice Standby
41. Trans by Other Serv





Live Fire Training, Epping Road [RO^i Photo-Tim Cook]
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT REPORT - FISCAL YEAR 1997-1998
li will be a bus\ \ear ahead for drills. The town is slated to conduct 3 Seabrook drills with one
being a graded exercise. New Hampshire OtTice of Hmergencv Management ("N.H.O.H.M.) is also
planning a major drill Response 98" which will be held April 20-23. 1998 and will entail a cate-
gor\ 3 hurricane impacting New I lampshire. ITie exercise scenario is currently being de\eloped
to incorporate Exeter into the statewide exercise.
In addition to this, training will be held for those town employees who have responsibilities dur-
ing the operations of the F..(1.C. This training will be to familiarize those empknees with new
changes in planning and respon.se during emergencies. Ihc training is pro\ided b\ the NHOEM
at no charge to the town. As alwa>s. this office will continue to .seek state, Inderal luid kx:al
grant monies to defer the cost ol' operating the emergency management sNstem in the lown of
Exeter.
Invariably, it has been a privilege to serve in the role of Emergency Management Director for the





EXETER PARKS AND RECREATION DEPARTMENT
ANNUAL REPORT 1997
With the increased demands on our department and the continued budget constraints, we continue
to do our best to provide you, the citizens of Exeter, with the best in leisure services within the
budget provided by you the voters of Exeter. We have four full time staff who work very hard
throughout the year providing you with programs, workshops, and registrations, while fielding
questions about the town and special events.
We continue to look for ways to improve our services while at the same time doing our best to
stay within the budget provided to us. We try to communicate the benefits of parks and recreation
and cost effective measures to ensure that those in need of our services are not left out. What
once was classified as a fiill is now part of the everyday life for many in our community from
youth sports, concerts, special events, PlayCamp, dance programs, ceramics, to trips: Recreation
is part of the community.
We take great pride in our parks and commons and provide these areas with the best that we can
within our budget. We have an "adopt a park or cemetery" program underway with a few busi-
nesses in town helping us out. We have had the boy and girl scout troops helping with weeding
and the placement of flowers in our parks for many years and are now asking businesses to join
the cause.
For the first time in the department's history, we brou^t in more than three-hundred thousand
dollars to help offset many of our activities. You won't see this figure near our budget as it is
posted on the page with all town departments revenue account. Many of our activities and events
support themselves through fees and charges.
We had a record number of people use the pool this past summer with the pool open for 73 days
in the twelve week period.
With the Exeter Farms development donation we were able to build a new 24-X 40 wood shelter
at the Recreation Park and purchased a new slide for the youngsters. Planet Playground has a
fund drive underway with a goal to build a new adventure playground at the Rec Park near the
tennis courts.
The Exeter Friends of Recreation purchased a new swing set and slide for the Brickyard Park and
replaced other small equipment in our parks this year.
We would like to extend our thanks to the Phillips Exeter Academy and the Exeter School District
for the use of their facilities.
Again this year, Emily Hampson represented our department and town in the state Hershey Track
and Field meet and won. She then moved on to the national meet in Hershey, PA. We are proud
that Emily has done so well in her track efforts and wish her the best as she moves on to a higher
level.
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We had one new park added to our department this past year, the Town House Common. Some of
our major parks include. 1 xeter Recreation Park, Park St. Common. Oilman Park. Brick) ard Park,
Town I louse Common. loundcTs Park. Winter St. Park and Stewart Waterfront Park, along with
man\ commons and cemeteries in town. We have a list of all we maintain at the oft'ice. If you
uould like a cop\, just stop by.
This past year our senior citizens" trips were a big hit with many taking daily trips to shows,
museums and our \ar\' popular monthly mysterv' trips. A special thank you to Ken Berry, our
resident tour guide.
We lost one of our best and strongest supporters this past summer with the passing of Flavia Page
at the age of 103. We will miss her. but never forget her.
Some of the programs and activities offered by the Department this year included the following:
Senior Citizens MonthK mystery bus trips
Adult, Student and Seniors show, ski, special trips
Youth Basketball ages 5-12 boys and girls
Jr. High basketball boys and girls (note players who do not make school teams)
Hershev Track & Field Program
Senior High Basketball boys and girls (note players who do not make school teams
Youth Baseball program Youth Softball program
Summer Concert Series Adult Men's Softball League
CoEd Softball League Youth Soccer programs
Peanut Carnival Wacky Water Carnival
8 week Summer PlayCamp Program 8 week Learn to Swim Program
12 week swimming pool operation Sport camps (soccer, football, basketball,
tennis, field hockey)
Tennis lessons, both youth and adult
Adult Volleyball Program
Adult Men's & Women's Basketball programs
Winter Open G\m Saturday afternoons for students
Senior Citizens Disaiunt Taxi program
Halloween Activities, Jack 'O' Lantern carving. Window Painting, Coloring Contest
Guess the Weight of Pumpkin, Halloween Parade; Easter Activities (pre-school hunt, town
wide hunt, contests
Christmas Activities
Vacation Activities (open gym, ski trips, sport camps, ice skating)
Public Skating Figure Skating
Frida\ night swims Phillips Exeter Academy
Learn to Skate program Learn to Skate Hockey program
Learn to Ski program Ceramics programs (adults and students)
Chicken Bar-B-Q Coaches' ctTtification program (NYSCA)
Pizzii Bash with fireworks Toddler swim program summer
Annual Fishing Derr> Multi Da> trips throughout the year
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Some of the groups who use our facihties are: Exeter Soccer Travel Team , Exeter Swim Team,
Exeter Area Jr. High. Exeter Area High School, AARP, Exeter Area Jr. Women's Club. Red
Cross, Exeter Council on Aging. Rockingham County Nutrition Program, Stride, Exeter Tax
Assoc, Exeter Lions Club. E.xeter Jr League, New Hampshire East, TOPS, and others.
Yours in Recreation.
Douglas E. Dicey, CLP, Director






Don Foye ( moved)
Jaycee Wells (moved)
Fla^^ia Page at her 102nd birthdc^ luncheon
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EXETER VETERANS' COUNCIL
Memorial l)a\. 1997 ceremonies were held at S\\ase\ Park\\a\ at 1():00AM. A Praver was of-
fered and a wreath was east upon the waters. Ihe parade proceeded to the lown Hall where
wreaths were placed b\ the Veterans of Foreign Wars, American Legion, SAL, DAV, and their
aaxiliaries. along with the DAR. llie parade proceeded to Gale Park to honor World War I
Veieraas where wreaths were placed b\ veterans' groups.
The speaker of the day v\as Nav>' Commander Stephen Ober and a brief address was given by
Veterans' Council I'resident, Richard IXibois. I"he parade proceeded to the Exeter Cemeterv
wtitTC additional wreaths were placed in honor of our veterans. Ihe Women's Relief Corps put on
a program explaining why v\e gather together to honor our veterans and the Gettysburg Address as
recited b> an f;.\eter High Schcwl student. After a brief address by the Veterans' Council Presi-
dent, the Slralham firing Squad otTcrcd their salute and Taps concluded the ceremonies. All
parade participants were invited to Post 32 for refreshments.
Our Veterans' Day ceremony began at 1 1 :00AM with a prayer by Chaplain Al Copp. Speakers
were Council President, Richard DubiMS, Chaplain Sue Williams of the American legion and Judy
lountas of the American Ixgion Au.\iliar\'. Veterans placed wreaths in memory, the playing of
taps and firing squad concluded the ceremony. Alter the ceremony, all participants were invited
to Post 32 for refreshments.
As President of the Veterans' Council, I would like to thank everyone involved and those who
attended and participated in the services and pcirades. Both events were well attended by Town
officials.
Let us continue to work together to remember and honor our Brothers and Sisters who served so
that v\e may be free.




Printing deadlines required we submit our yearly statistics in early December, so the accompanying
chart reflects police activity for only an eleven month period. Even so, you will notice part 1
crimes (serious crimes like robbery, assault, burglary, etc.) show a 23% increase over the preceding
year. Burglaries constitute the largest increase. This year we directed our resources to deal with
crime in specific neighborhoods. When police reports indicated many burglaries and thefts fi-om
cars were occurring in Lindenshire Mobile Home Park we repeatedly assigned officers to the Park
for their entire eight-hour shift and they worked closely with Park management. Those people
caught committing crimes not only faced court action, but if they were found to be a resident of the
Park, the Park owner began eviction proceedings against them. I am pleased to say there was a
substantial reduction in criminal activity in this neighborhood during the period of increased police
presence. Shortly after we assigned our officers elsewhere, however, criminal activity increased
in the Park once again. We do not have enou^ manpower to cover all the trouble spots. It is
obvious that more police coverage is needed, but we have tried to hold down costs and have not
requested more officers.
National statistics indicate a community our size should have 36 police officers. Crime statistics
fi-om just the New England area indicate we should have 3 1 officers. Our own in-house figures,
based on the number of calls and the time spent on various investigations indicate we should have
29.4 officers. We have only twenty-tliree officers. We will need to closely monitor our case load
and response times in the months ahead.
In early 1997, our detectives continued to do follow-up work on the Aaron White and Vicki Bader
murder cases that led to the arrest of .leff Sibley and Seth Bader. Their cases are both scheduled
for trial during early 1998. Detectives also assisted in the Amirault firearms and child porno-
graphy case. Mr. Amirault plead guilty to the pornography charge in federal district court in
Concord and is awaiting sentencing. As the town report goes to press, detectives are working on
several more sexual assault/abuse cases.
Art Reed, who served as the department's juvenile officer for the past ei^t and a half years, finally
needed a break Irom the daily task of working with victims as young as 3 months old. He current-
ly works as a detective and Frank Winterer, who has been with us since 1990 , is our new juvenile
officer. Art continues to be involved with our police explorer program and the after school PAL
(police athletic league) program. The PAL program entered its second year with about forty, fifth-
grade kids staying after school one day per week to interact with our officers in both physical and
educational activities. Other officers have been very busy with the studentl3usiness roundtable
discussions, with the expansion of the teen dating violence classes, seat belt awareness program and
our fatal reality program.
Officers worked this year on a state-ftinded program that placed officers inside businesses that sold
alcohol, with the goal of identifying those underage individuals who attempt to purchase alcohol by
providing false identification. Thanks to the cooperation fi-om Exeter store owners, the program
was a great success.
Our police oq^lorer group continues to be involved with many activities. Along with helping with
traffic control during the annual Christmas parade, they also helped deliver Crimeline notices on a
weekly basis, helped with traffic and crowd control at the Pease Air Show and the Deerfield Fair.
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Successful tlind-raiscrs alloued them lo anend a week-long police academy at Westover Air Force
Base this past summer, and spend lime camping in central New Hampshire. Their goal for 1998 is
to attend the national scout jamboree in our nations capital.
Ihe Mxeter l.ion"s Club, a long-time supporter of community activities, leased a sexen passenger
\an in 1994 to be used in the D.A.R.1-. program and b\ our explorer group. With the lease due to
expire in mid- 1997, the club offered to pay for half of the remaining cost of the van if the town
would pa\ the remaining portion - $2,100. When the town was unable to do so following passage
of the default budget, the l.ion"s Club paid the whole tab. We are very grateful for their financial
support - for without it many of our D.A.R.H., Explorer and Crimeline activities would not have
been possible.
The Hxeter Police Department has relumed to the "'business" of accepting burglar, panic, and fire
alarms directly into our dispatch center. Previously, homeowners and business owners needed to
contract u ith private companies located out of town, and sometimes out of state, to monitor their
alarm. A test of response limes earlier in the year revealed a substantial delay in the alarm being
forv\arded to our agency for investigation. Those alarm owners who have now tied into our system
receive a faster pwlice response, and usually at less cost than they previously paid to the alarm
company. We have submitted over $12,000 in revenue this year trom our alarm monitoring "busi-
ness". This mone\' goes directly into the general revenue account to help offset taxes.
SigArms Corporation, arguably the best tirearms manufacturer in the world, with production and
training facilities right here in Exeter, provided new .357 caliber weapons to each member of our
agenc\- - tree of charge. As many of you may recall. SigArms donated our 9mm weapons to us
when the>' first moved to E.xeter about ten years ago. They repeatedly make their state-of-the-art
u~aining facilit>' available for our use. 1 offer my sincere thanks for the help they have provided to
our agency and welcome their new president. Mr. George Schneider to Exeter.
IJnforlunateK . drugs continue to plague our neighborhoods. We make about two arrests per month
on our own and man\ , man\ more as a direct result of our involvement with the Seacoast Division
of the NH Drug Task Force. Two persons were recently arrested on charges of distribution of co-
caine. Please, if you observe any activity that you believe may be illegal, call us right away at
772-1212. If you wish to remain anonymous, and possibly receive a financial reward for your
information, please call us on the Exeter Crimeline number - 778-9000.
(Xir detectives began sharing information on a regular basis with police otllcers in other communi-
ties on the theorv that the more infomiation we have on known criminals in our area the more
effective we can be. Fhey were instrumental in forming a regional group that meets once a month
to share information and offer advice and guidance to each other on pending cases.
OlTicers, dispatchers, secretaries and our janitor all pitched in this past spring to spruce up the out-
side of our facility. Bushes, some thai haven't received attention in man\ years, were cut back,
tlowers and annuals were planted, a fence erected, and new grass planted. 1 offer m\ thanks to all
those who gave of their time to impro\ e the landscaping. ITiere is now a bench for use b> those
who regularly wait for the COAST bus. A trustee from the Rockingham County Jail comes weekly
to maintain the grounds (we do not pa\ for these services), freeing up parks and recreation person-
nel to work elsewhere in town.
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I would like to take this oppoitunity to thank the men and women of the Exeter Police Department
for the fine, professional job they have done this year. They are a dedicated group committed to
providing quality services to our community. Also deserving special thanks is the Board of Select-
men, Town Manager George Olson and all department heads. Their support and help during 1997
has been greatly appreciated.
Respectfully submitted,
James E. Gilmorc. Police Chief
Exeter Police Explorer Post
Janes Lentz, Robert A Idrich. A ngela DA mato, Rebekah A danionage, Chris Bosch, Jiistin Fogg,
Sarah Gen>ais, Jeff Burwell, San Leto, A ndria Johns
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EXETER POLICE DEPARTMENr - CONSOLIDATED REPORT
P^lod Fndinf NnuAmher. 1997
CONSOLIUATED REPORT (2)
PLANNING DEPARTMENT
The Planning rX'partmcnt is rcsponsihle for land use planning and land use regulation enforce-
ment, ("he department's priman ntle is to assist the Planning Board in its re\ iev\ of development
proposals which include subdi\ isions and site plan re\ iews. Ihe Planning Department also pro-
vides support to the Zoning lioard of Adjustment, the Historic District Commission, and the
Exeter De\elopment Commission. We work w ith the Fire Department, the H.xeter Conservation
Commi-ssion. and the Public Works IX-partmeni on a muline basis as part of the technical review
prtvess for applications submitted lo the Planning Board. We also work closeh with the Building
Department on enforcement t)f the lown's Zoning Ordinance and other town board decisions.
The Planning I>;partment began fine tuning the capital improvements program process in 1997.
The Capital lmpro\emenls Program (CIP) Ad\isor\' Committee helps organize the review of pro-
posed capital projects which are usual 1\ infrastructure improvements such as roadways, drainage,
building, or water and sewer projects. As a result of these elTorts. the Planning Board recom-
mended to the liudget Recommendations Committee and the Board of Selectmen a significant in-
crease in capital spending with a plan for financing the improvements. ITie adoption of the 1997
default budget required a number of projects to be postponed. I"he fown did fund a major
s\ stem-wide sewer evaluation studv' which is helping to plan future development within the
sewered portions of Exeter.
Ihe Planning Board also recommended a greater effort to plan for transportation improvements
including sidewalks and where the costs of raised sidewalks are considered impractical, four foot
wide paved shoulders will be constructed instead. The impact of Rte. 101 highway construction
on new land uses began to be felt in 1 997. Our department received many more inquiries about
development possibilities along the interchange corridors leading to the highway.
Clerical Sufjervisor Barbara McEvo>' and Office Clerk Muriel Coulstring and I all trv to make
ourselves available to respond to requests for help from the public in an ctTicient manner. We
appreciate the manv hours citizen volunteers give to land use boards to help guide the future of





UPDATE TO roWV WARRAm: AFTER TtJMN REPORT DEADLINE
1/19/98
boundary of Tax Map 47, Lot 4-1. Such dis-
continuance shall not take effect unless the
Planning Board approves prior to the March.
1999 Town Meeting, a subdivision of Tax
Map 46, Lot 1, Tax Map 56, Lots 2 and 3. all
of which lots are owned by Rockingham
Economic Development Corporation.
ARTICLE 41: To see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of $60,000
for the purpose of expediting the repair and
reconstruction of roads. (Tlie Boand of
Selectmen recommends this appropriation).
ARnCLE 42: On petition of Gail E. Morse
and others to see if the Town will raise and
appropriate the sum of $2500 for the purpose
of establishing a program which deals with
the control of mosquitoes by natural predators
or other natural means.
ARTICLE 43: On petition of Benjamin
Labb and others to see if the Town will
appropriate tlinds or warrant article for
mosquito control for 1998. Due to increased
residential developments in Exeter and the
Exeter area we have intruded on environs
that housed natural mosquito predators, such
as dragonflies, damselflies and several insecti-
vorous birds. Protection of townspeople from
mosquito-transmitted diseases such as Lyme
and Human Encephalitis is of utmost import-
ance.
ARTICLE 44: To transact any other busi-
ness that may legally come before said meet-
ing.
Given under our hands and seals this 19th day
of January. 1998.
Paul G. Scafidi. Chairman




We certify that on the 23rd day of January,
1998. we caused a true copy of the within
warrant to be posted at the Exeter Town Hall
on Front Street, the Exeter Public Library at
Founders' Park and the Town Clerk's Office.
Paul G. Scafidi, Chairman





Amend statement at end of Article 21 to
include Article 41. It will now read:
ARTICLE 21: Shall the Town raise and ap-
propriate as an operating budget, not includ-
ing appropriations by special warrant articles,
the amounts set forth on the budget posted
with the warrant, for the purposes set therein,
totaling $10.493.91 1? Should this article be
defeated, the operating budget shall be
$10,683,497. which is the same as last year
with certain adjustments required by previous
action of the Town or by law or the govem-
ing body may hold one special meeting, in
accordance with RSA 40:30, X and XVI, to
take up the issue of a revised operating bud-
get only. (A majority of the Board of Select-
men recommends this appropriation) Note:
Warrant Article 21 does not include articles
#10 through 20 and #22 through 37 and 41.
Correct Article 23 to appropriately refer to
Article 22 as follows:
ARTICLE 23: Shall the Town, if Article 22
is defeated, authorize the governing body to
call one special meeting, at its option, to ad-
dress Article 22 cost items only.
Note change in Article numbers 41^ 42^
43 and 44.
BOARD OF SELECTMEN
CORRECTION TO MS-6 MADE AhTOi TCM^ REPORT DEADLINE.
1/19/98
DUE TO TlhZ DEADLINES, ACWAL EXPENDITURES DO NO REFIIJCJ LAST 2 HEOIS OF YEAR.
year 1998 Budget of the Town of EXETER MS-
6
1998 FIGURES SUBJECT TO CHANGE AI DELIBERAIIVE SESSION
Aert.
No.
CORRECTION TO MS-6 MADE AFTER 7T0WV REPORT DEADLINE.
1/19/98
Year 1998 Budget of the Town of EXETER. MS-5
I
3912 Special Revenue funds
CORRtXTTION TO MS-6 MAI)K AFTER TOW RJ-TORT DEADfANE.
1/19/98
: i i ; 1
Robinson Fund
Special Funds
Balances as of VllliXl^l
TO
UPDATE TO SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRAyT: AFTER TOWS REPORT DEADLINE
EXETER SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the School District of the Town of Exeter, County of Rockingham, State of
New Hampshire, qualified to vote upon District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet as follows:
FIRST SESSION: At the Exeter Town Hall in said Exeter on Tuesday, February 3, 1998, at




Shall the District raise and appropriate the sum of $3,450,000 for the construction of
renovations and additions to the Lincoln Street School, the entire $3,450,000 to be raised through
the issuance of serial notes or bonds under and in compliance with the Municipal Finance Act, RSA
33:1 et seq, as amended, and authorize the School Board to: issue and negotiate such notes or
bonds; determine the rate of interest thereon; to apply for, obtain and accept any federal, state or
other aid, if any, which may be available for said project and to comply with all laws applicable to
said project; take such other action as may be necessary to effect the issuance, negotiations, sale,
and delivery of such notes or bonds as shall be in the best interests of the District; and to invest said
funds. This appropriation is in addition to Warrant Article 2, the operating budget article. (A 2/3
vote is necessary to authorize the issuance of said notes or bonds. The School Board recommends
this appropriation.)
2. Shall the District raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including
appropriations by special warrant articles, the amounts set forth on the budget posted with the
warrant, for the purposes set forth therein, totaling $7,695,904? Should this article be defeated, the
operating budget shall be $7,568,743, which is the same as last year, with certain adjustments
required by previous action of the District or by law or the governing body may hold one special
meeting, in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised operating
budget only. (The School Board recommends $7,695,904 as set forth on said budget.)
3. Shall the District raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 0,000 to be added to the
expendable trust fund under RSA 198:20-c established by the 1992 District meeting for the
purposes of funding payments due to professional employees for unused accumulated sick days?
This appropriation is in addition to Warrant Article 2, the operating budget article. (The School
Board recommends this appropriation.)
4. Shall the District raise and appropriate the sum of $250,000 to be added to the
special reserve fund under the provisions of RSA 35: 1< established by the 1997 District Meeting
for the purpose of creating a fund to be used to offset the Exeter taxpayers' share of the Exeter
Region Cooperative School District's bond payments (principal and interest) for the new middle
level cooperative school building for the fiscal years from July 1, 2007 through June 30, 201 7? This
appropriation is in addition to Warrant Article 2, the operating budget article. (The School Board
recommends this appropriation.)
5. Shall the District raise and appropriate the sum of $81,571 to be added to the
special reserve fund under the provisions of RSA 35: 1< established by the 1997 District Meeting
for the purpose ot creating a fund to be used to offset the Exeter taxpayers' share of capital
improvements to the Exeter Region Cooperative School District buildings which would otherwise
be raised by the Exeter Region Cooperative School District from the Exeter taxpayers? This
appropriation is m addition to Warrant Article 2, the operating budget article. (The School Board
recommends this appropriation.)
6. Shall the District raise and appropriate the sum of $200,000 to be added to the
capital reserve fund under RSA 35:1 established at the 1988 District meeting, as amended by the
1 996 District meeting, for the purpose of construction, reconstruction, or acquisition of school
buildings and/or school ground site improvements, including associated engineering and
architectural fees? This appropriation is in addition to Warrant Article 2, the operating budget
article. (The School Board recommends this appropriation.)
7. On petition of Robert A. Moreau and others, shall the District create a planning
committee according to the provisions of RSA 194-C:2 to consider withdrawal from School
Administrative Unit 16?
8. To hear reports of agents, auditors, and committees or officers heretofore chosen.
9. To transact any other business which may legally come before the meeting.
SECOND SESSION: At the Exeter Town Hall in said Exeter on Tuesday, March 10, 1998,
to choose the following School District Officers: two (2) school board members for three year
terms; School District Moderator; School District Treasurer; and School District Clerk; and vote on
the articles listed as 1 , 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 above, as those articles may be amended at the First
Session; by ballot, the polls to open at eight of the clock in the forenoon, and to close no earlier
than eight of the clock in the evening.
Given under our hands at said Exeter on this /-*> day of January, 1 998.





Sarah C. Oxnard, M.D.
E:\SCH\fSD\MEETINCM998\WARRANT WPO
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UPDATE TO SCHOOL DISTRICT BUDGET: AFTER TOWN REPORTDE.ADLiyE
















ART 374,493 389,332 380,859
MUSIC 79,747 85,493 92,787
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 116,572 104,723 121,910
BASIC CLASSROOM (ELEM) 2,242,164 2,264,200 2,361,379
READING 57,075 57,513 56,489
MATTffiMATICS 14,500 14,325 14,500 I *
DIRBCIDRS OF INSTO. 173,278 172,457 177,232 I *
FWT TO CO-OP 199,231 199,231 199,231 I *
SdHCE 5,000 4,973 5,000 I *
ENGLISH/ESL 18,193 22,208 18,193 I *
SOCIAL STUDIES 7,650 7,510 7,650 I *
OOMIVIER 44,968 17,795 44,968 I *




SPECIAL EDUCATION 992,975 1,081,995 1,178,484
AimEnCSACURR 2,000 906 2.000
GUIDANCE/ATrEM)ANCE 108,581 101,621 105,280
NURSE SERVICES 81,110 88,559 101,974
LIBRARY/MEDIA 106,799 101,201 114,370
SCHOOL BOARD 47,993 21,396 20,750
SAU #16 ADMIN 86,289 90,153 101,706
SCHOOL ADMIN. 271,631 299,041 293,742
nSCAL SERVICES 60,055 63,091 36,250
PIMT OPERATIOJS 363,399 278,998 419,672
TRANSPCMATIOf 151,991 151,991 151,991
BEMTTTS 1,015,853 930,578 1,000,729
INSURANCE 28,107 25,182 28,107
GENERAL FTM) TOTAL
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TOWN WARRANTS 81 BUDGET FOR 1 998
TOWN FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(Audit For the Fiscal Year ended December 31, 1996)
[Please note: Town warrant subject to changes as deadline for petition articles being submitted
by individuals is Januaiy 13, 1997. Town Report went to press prior to this date. Also, budget
figures are subject to change, with Deliberative Session scheduled for J^uaiy 24, 1998 @ the
Exeter Town Hall.]
SCHOOL WARRANTS fit BUDGET FOR 1 998
SCHOOL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(For the Fiscal Year ended June 30. 1997)
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WARRANT 1998
TOWN OF EXETER, N. R
To the inhabitants of the Town of Exeter, in
the Count) of Rockingham, in said State,
qualified to \ote in Fouii alfairs: You are
hcreb\ notified to meet at the Town Hall.
Front Street in said Hxeter on Satiutla^', J^
uaiy 31, 1998 at 9:00A.1VI for the purpose of
traasacting all business other than voting by
oftkial ballot and. thereafter, to meet on
Tuesdbiy, March 10, 1998 betneen 8:00A.IVL
and 8:00 RIM at the Exeter Town Hall, to
elect otfkers, vote on zoning articles and to
vote on all warrant articles trom the first ses-
sion by official ballot.
ARTICLE 1: To choose the following: 2
Selectmen for a three (3) year term; 3 Trust-
ees of the Library for three (3) year temis; 1
Trustee of Town Trust Funds for a three (3)
year term; 1 Trustee of the Robinson Fund
for a seven (7) year term; 1 Trustee of the
Swasey Park\Na\ for a three (3) year term; 1
Supers isor of the Checklist for a six (6) year
term; 1 Town Moderator for a two (2) year
term.
ARHCLE 2: Zoning Amendment #1 "Are
you in fa\or of the adoption of Amendment
#1 as proposed b\ the Planning Board for the
Town Zoning Ordinance as follows: Amend-
ment Article 4, Section 4.20. Schedule I: Per-
mitted Uses to add "Hotels" to the list of per-
mitted principal uses in the CT-I, Corporate
Technology Park-1 zone"?
ARTICLE 3: Zoning Amendment #2 "Are
you in fa\ or of the adoption of Amendment
#2 as proposed b> the Planning Board for the
Tov\n Zoning Ordinance as follows:" Amend
Article 4, Section 4.20, Section 1: Permitted
Uses to add "Nursing homes, healthcare facil-
ities and elderh congregate healthcare facili-
ties." as a use permitted b\' Special F'xception
in the CT-1. Corporate fechnology Park-1
zone"?
ARTICLE 4: Zonii^ Amendment #3 "Are
you in favor of the adoption ot Amendment
#3 as proposed by the Planning Board for the
Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:" Amend
Article 1 1. Board of Adjustment by adding a
new section entitled 11.40 LIMITS OF AP-
PROVAL to read as follows: "All approv-
als granted by the Board of Adjustment shall
only be valid for a period of six years trom
the date such approval was granted; prov ided,
however, that once substantial completion of
the improvements, modifications, alterations
or changes in the property or use contem-
plated by the applicant's petition have occur-
red in compliance with the terms of the ap-
proval, the rights of the owner or of the
owner's successor in interest shall vest and the
six year limitation of the validity of the ap-
proval shall not apply."?
ARTICLE 5: Zoning Amendment #4 "Are
\ ou in favor of the adoption of Amendment
#4 as proposed by the Planning Board tor the
Town Zoning Ordinance as follows: Amend
Article 6, Section 6.32. Epping Road Strip
Management Odinance. C-3 Districts. Sub-
section 2. Minimum Front Yard. Use Ihcreof
bs' deleting the reference to a "frontage road",
and merging the first two sentences of this
subsection to read as follows: "The first 25
leet of front yard shall be kept clear of ob-
structions to sight and shall not be used for
displa\ of gcxxLs or signs; the ne.xt 25 feet of
front yard shall be planted and landscaped
and shall pemiit signage with a minimum set-
back requirement of 35'."'.^
ARTICLE 6: Zoning Amendment #5 "Are
you in favor of the adoption of Amendment
#5 as proposed b\ the Planning Board for the
Fown Zx)ning Ordinance as follows: Amend
Article 5, Section 5.80. General L^andscaping
Regulations by replacing the phrase "may be
required" with "shall be required"?"
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ARTICLE?: Zoning Amendment #6 "Are
you in favor of the adoption of Amendment
#6 as proposed by the Planning Board for the
Town Zoning Ordinance as follows: Amend
Article 12. Section 2.20. Definitions by add-
ing a definition for "Retirement Planned Com-
munity", as follows: "Any development of
three (3) or more detached buildings or multi-
unit building(s) which is planned generally as
a retirement community for elderly persons
and which include legal covenants and restric-
tions which are designed to promote the use
and occupancy of such building(s) principally
by persons 55 years of age or older."?
Amend Article 3. Section 3.10. Establishment
of Districts by adding a new zoning district,
R-6", Retirement Planned Community, to the
list of districts classified as "RESIDEN-
TIAL"?
Amend Article 3. Section 3.20. Zoning Map
by rezoning Tax Map Parcel numbers 68-6
(LaBonte property) and 88-2 (Maher property)
located to the north of Route 101/51 to a new
zoning district called "Retirement Planned
Community" (R-6), as shown on the corres-
ponding map"?
Amend Article 4. Section 4.20. Schedule I:
Permitted Uses by adding the R-6, Retirement
Planned Community district with the follow-
ing uses: Permitted Principal Uses - Single
unit building(s) and multi-unit building(s).
Town water and sewer and undergound util-
ities required. Permitted Accessory Uses -
Any accessory use permitted in the R-1 zone.
Community building and recreational facili-
ties. Special Exception Uses - Nursing home
or healthcare facility."?
Amend Article 4. Section 4.30. Schedule II:
E)ensity and Dimensional Regulations - Resi-
dential by adding new density and dimen-
sional regulations for the R-6 District as
shown in the corresponding table"?
Amend Article 5. Section 5.74 Sign Regul-
ations - Dimensional Regulations for Residen-
tial Districts by adding the R-6 zoning dis-
trict"?
ARTICLES: Zoning Amendment #7 "Are
you in favor of the adoption of Amendment
#7 as proposed by the Planning Board for the
Town Zoning Ordinance as follows: Amend
Article 7. Section 7.40. Single Family Open
Space Development - (5) Internal Setback Re-
quirements by deleting the existing language
which defmes Side & Rear and replace with
the following: "No structure shall be closer
than ten (10) feet to a side and/or rear prop-
erty line."?
ARTICLE 9: To choose all other necessary
Town Officers, Auditors or Committees for
the ensuing year.
ARnCLE 10: To see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of $34,500
for the purpose of maintaining the Town Of-
fice building, specifically to provide replace-
ment storm windows ($9,500), install a roof
snow belt and re-shingle the roof ($25,000)
and to authorize the issuance of bonds and
notes in accordance with the provisions of the
Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and
to authorize the Selectmen to issue and nego-
tiate such bonds and notes and to determine
the rate of interest thereon. (The Board of
Selectmen recommends this appropriation. A
two-thirds ballot vote is required).
ARnCLE 11: To see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of $86,000
for the purpose of cleaning the heating, ventil-
ation, and air conditioning system at the
Town Library ($8,000), as well as providing
for water proofing of the building ($42,000),
installing a humidification system ($17,000)
and retrofitting the electrical and lighting sys-
tem ($19,000), and to authorize the issuance
of bonds and notes in accordance with the
provisions of the Municipal Finance Act
(RSA Chapter 33) and to authorize the Select-
men to issue and negotiate such bonds and
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notes and to determine the rate of interest
thenxin. ( FTie Board of Selectmen recom-
mends this appropriation. A t\vo-thirds ballot
\ote is required).
ARTICLE 12: I o see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of $240,000
for the purpose of repairing the portico
($25,000), recoastructing the cupola
($150,000) and cleaning, repointing and water
proofing brick ($65,000) at the Town Hall
and to authorize the issuance of bonds and
notes in accordance with the provisions of the
Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and
to authorize the Selectmen to issue and nego-
tiate such bonds and notes and to determine
the rate of interest thereon. (The Board of
Selectmen recommends this appropriation. A
Uvo-thirds ballot \ote is required).
ARTICLE 13: To see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of $40,000
for the purpose of iastalling a diesel exhaust
removal s\stem at the I\iblic Safet>- Complex
and to authorize the issuance of bonds and
notes in accordance with the provisions of the
Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and
to authorize the Selectmen to issue and nego-
tiate such bonds and notes and to determine
the rate of interest thereon. (The Board of
Selectmen recommends this appropriation. A
two-thirds ballot vote is required).
ARTICLE 14: To see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000
for the purpose of renovating the Town
Clerk's Ofllce space b\' the issuance of bonds
and notes in accordance with the pro\ isions
of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter
33) and to authorize the Selectmen to issue
and negotiate such bonds and notes and to
determine the rate of interest thereon. (The
Board of Selectmen recommends this appro-
priation. A twothirds ballot vote is required).
ARTICLE 15: To see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of $70,000
for the purpose of reno\ aling the interior of
the Parks and Recreation Department by the
issuance of bonds and notes in accordance
with the pro\ isions of the Municipal Finance
Act (RSA Chapter 33) and to authorize the
Selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds
and notes and to determine the rate of interest
thereon. (Fhe Board of Selectmen recom-
mends this appropriation. A two-thirds ballot
vote is required).
ARTICLE 16: To see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of $133,000,
the remaining $532,000 cost to come from
State Junds, for the purpose of reconstructing
the Great Bridge (Water St. bridge) by the
issuance of bonds and notes in accordance
with the provisions of the Municipal Finance
Act (RSA Chapter 33) and to authorize the
Selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds
and notes and to determine the rate of interest
thereon. (ITie Board of Selectmen recom-
mends this appropriation. A two-thirds ballot
vote is required).
ARTICLE 17: To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of $400,000 for
the purpose of repairing the Swasey Parkway
seawall and storm drain ($224,000). make re-
novations to the roadwa> ($71,000). provide
for regrading and landscaping ($30,000), and
replace existing lighting ($70,000) and sign-
age ($5,000) by the issuance of bonds and
notes in accordance with the provisions of the
Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and
to authorize the Selectmen to issue and nego-
tiate such bonds and notes and to determine
the rate of interest thereon. (A majorit>' of
the Board of Selectmen recommends this ap-
propriation. A two-thirds ballot vote is
required)
ARnCLE 18: To see of the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of $120,000
for the purptxse of engineering and rebuilding
the intersection of I lampton and Guinea
Roads and to authorize the issuance of bonds
and notes in accordance with the provisions
of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter
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33) and to authorize the Selectmen to issue
and negotiate such bonds and notes and to de-
termine the rate of interest thereon. (The
Board of Selectmen recommends this appro-
priation. A two-thirds ballot vote is required).
ARTICLE 19 : To see if the Town will raise
and appropriate the sum of $1,000,000, to be
paid out of sewer fees, for the purpose of res-
ponding to the Administrative Order issued by
the New Hampshire Department of Environ-
mental Services to reduce copper and am-
monia levels in the Town's sewer discharge
($589,700), to replace the Water St. sewer
collector ($308,031) and to upgrade the capa-
city of the Town's sanitary sewers ($102,269)
by the issuance of bonds and notes in accord-
ance with the provisions of the Municipal
Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and to author-
ize the Selectmen to issue and negotiate such
bonds and notes and to determine the rate of
interest thereon. (The Board of Selectmen
recommends this appropriation. A two-thirds
ballot vote is required).
ARTICLE 20 : To see if the Town will raise
and appropriate the sum of $1,475,000 to
complete the separation of sanitary sewer and
storm water in the Court St., Elm St. areas by
the issuance of bonds and notes in accordance
with the provisions of the Municipal Finance
Act (RSA Ch^ter 33) and to authorize the
Selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds
and notes and to determine the rate of interest
thereon. (The Board of Selectmen recom-
mends this appropriation. A two-thirds ballot
vote is required).
ARTICLE 21: Shall the Town raise and ap-
propriate as an operating budget, not includ-
ing appropriations by special warrant articles,
the amounts set forth on the budget posted
with the warrant, for the purposes set therein,
totaling $10,493,91 1? Should this article be
defeated, the operating budget shall be
$10,683,497, which is the same as last year
with certain adjustments required by previous
action of the Town or by law or the govem-
ing body may hold one special meeting, in
accordance with RSA 40:30, X and XVI, to
take up the issue of a revised operating bud-
get only. (A majority of the Board of Select-
men recommends this appropriation) Note:
Wairant Article 21 does not include warrant
articles #10 through 20 and #22 through 37.
ARTICLE 22: To see if the Town will vote
to approve the cost item included in the Col-
lective Bargaining Agreement reached be-
tween the Selectmen and the Exeter Police
Association, IBPO Lx)cal 624, which calls for
the following increase in salaries and benefits:
1997 $31,458, 1998 $65,510 and 1999
$1 14,242, and fluther to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $96,967 for the 1998 fiscal
year, such sum representing the additional
costs attributable to the increase in salaries
and benefits over those of the appropriation in
the prior fiscal year. (The Board of Selectmen
recommends this appropriation).
ARTICLE 23: Shall the Town, if Article 20
is defeated, authorize the governing body to
call one special meeting, at its option, to
address Article 20 cost items only.
ARTICLE 24: To see if the Town will vote
to fix the annual salary of the Town Clerk at
$39,566; and to raise and appropriate the sum
of $1,153 above the sum budgeted therefore.
(The Board of Selectmen recommends this
appropriation).
ARTICLE 25: To see if the Town will vote
to authorize the Board of Selectmen to inde-
finitely accept, on behalf of the Town, gifts,
legacies, and devises made to the Town in
Trust for any public purpose, as permitted by
RSA 31:19.
ARTICLE 26: To see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of $27,122 to
be added to the previously established Town
Retirement Sick Leave Expendable Trust
Fund, and to authorize the Board of Select-
men to expend such monies from said fiinds
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as ;irc icL|Liiicd b\ ihc lown to meet ils obli-
gations to retiring cmpknccs. ( Ihc lioard t)!'
Sckxlnicn recommends this appropriation)
ARTICLE 27: lo sex if the Toun will \ote
to raise and appropriate the sum of $56.()()C) lo
he added to the Portsmouth A\ enue Capital
Reverse lluid prc\ioiLsl\ established. (Ihc
Ik^ard of Selectmen recommends this appro-
priation).
ARnCLE 28: To see if the Town will vote
to raise luid appropriate up to $130,000 for
the purpose of replacing the Town's fuel dis-
pensing s\ stems as required b\ New 1 lamp-
shire IX'partment of lvn\ ironmental Ser\ices
luid to authorize the transfer of the IX'cember
31.1 997 fund balance in that amount for this
purpose, such transfer will ha\e no impact on
the 1998 tax rate. (Ilie Board of Selectmen
recommends this appropriation)
ARTICU: 29: 1 o see if the lown will vote
to raise and appropriate up to $65,000 to up-
grade the To\N"n Clerk's computer ($30,000)
and copier ($5,000). for restoration ($25,000)
and the microfilming of documents ($5,000).
and to authori/e the transfer of the IX'cember
31.1 997 fund balance in that amount for this
purpose, such transfer will ha\e no impact on
the 1998 tax rate. (The Board of Selectmen
recommends this appropriation)
ARTIOJ: 30: lo .see if the lown will \ote
to authiiri/e the withdrawal i)f $10,343 fnim
the Ambulajice Reser\e fund for the puipose
of making final pa)ment on a portable difibu-
lator. (Ihc Board of Selectmen recommends
this appropriation).
ARTICLE 31 : I o see if the fown will \ ote
to raise and appropriate the sum ol'$ 140.721
for the purpose of continuing the lown's resi-
dential curb-side rec\cling program. (Ihc
Board of Selectmen recommends this appro-
priation).
ARTiaj: 32: fo see of the lown will \cHe
to raise and appropriate, the sum of $26,500
for the re-ct)nstruction of sidewalks and the
creation of a sidewalk reconstruction program.
( Ihe lioard of Selectmen recommends this
appropriation).
ARTICLE 33: To see if the Town will vote
to designate the Board of Selectmen as the
agents to expend funds from the 1 own's Ten-
nis Court Capital Reser\e fund as established
in 1996. (Ihe Board of Selectmen recom-
mends this appropriation).
ARTICLE 34: To see if the Town will \ote
to raise and appropriate, through special war-
rant article, the sum of $75,000 to rebuild the
Town's tennis and basketball courts. (A ma-
jorit\ of the Board of Selectmen recommends
this appropriation).
ARTICLE 35: fo see if the Town will \ote
to raise and appropriate, through special war-
rant article, the sum of $10,000. the remaining
$40,000 to come from state tlinds. for the
purpose of reconstructing sidewalks on Main
St. (The Board of Selectmen recommends
this appropriation).
ARTICLE 36: To see of the fown will \ote
to raise and appropriate, through special war-
rant article, the sum of $35,000 to reconstruct
the Winter St. Cenieter> wall. pro\ide for en-
hanced park maintenance, and the preparation
of a Piu-k Mainteniuice Program. (Ihe Board
of Selectmen recommends this appropriation).
ARTICLE 37: To sex if the fown will \ote
to establish a Capital Reser\e Iiind luider the
pro\isions of Re\ised Statutes Annotated 35:1
for the puipose o\' future Blls Replacement for
the Piu^ks & Recreation IXpiirtment. ;uid to
raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 0.000 to
be placed in this fund and to designate the
Selectmen as agents to exp)end. (The Board
of Selectmen recommends this appropriation).
ARTICLE 38: fo see if the Town will \ote
to enact the following bylaws pertaining to
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tattooing and body piercing pursuant to N.H.
RSA 31:39,I(m), to be enforced by the Town
of Exeter Health Officer:
The purpose of these bylaws is to protect the
safety, health and welfare of the general pub-
lic and not to protect the personal or property
interests of individuals.
(1) Tattooing shall be prohibited in the Town
of Exeter unless performed by a physician
licensed to practice medicine in the State of
New Hampshire.
(2) Branding shall be prohibited in the Town
of Exeter unless performed by a physician
licensed to practice medicine in the State of
New Hampshire.
(3) Permanent make-up shall be prohibited in
the Town of Exeter unless performed by a
physician licensed to practice medicine in the
State of New Hampshire.
(4) Body piercing shall be prohibited in the
Town of Exeter unless performed by a physi-
cian licensed to practice medicine in the State
of New Hampshire.
(5) Exemptions
A. These Bylaws shall not apply to physi-
cians licensed to practice medicine in New
Hampshire and those they directly supervise
as part of their practice.
B. These Bylaws shall not apply to those
novelty or jewelry stores in the business of
ear piercing with the use of a piercing gun.
These establishments shall use proper proce-
dures and sanitization practices as required by
OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health Ad-
ministration) regulations. These establish-
ments shall be prohibited from performing
body piercing at other sites except ears.
(6) Penalty: Violations of these Bylaws are
subject to a civil penalty of $100 for each day
a violation is found to continue after convic-
tion date or after the date on which the viola-
tor receives a written notice from the Health
Officer that the violator is in violation, which-
ever occurs earlier. Also, endangering the
welfare of a child or incompetent is a viola-
tion considered a misdemeanor under N.H.
RSA 639:3.
(7) These Bylaws may be enforced by an
action brought by the Town of Exeter Health
Officer in a court of competent jurisdiction.
ARTICLE 39: To see if the Town will vote
to enact the following bylaws:
Pursuant to the enabling authority granted
under N.H. RSA 31:39, I, (j), sanitary condi-
tions of restaurants within the limits of the
Town of Exeter are to be regulated in accord-
ance with Sanitary Food Code regulations
adopted pursuant to N.H. RSA 147:1, II, and
pursuant to N.H. RSA 31:39, I, (k), licenses
issued by the Town Health Officer or desig-
nee, shall be required of restaurants and other
food serving establishments within the Town
limits in accordance with the licensing mech-
anism set forth in HeP 2300, the New Hamp-
shire Rules for the Sanitary Production and
Distribution of Food, as same currently exist,
with the Exeter Board of Health (the Board of
Selectmen) to act as the body to hear any ap-
peals from licensing decisions made by the
Town Health Officer or designee. Adoption
of updates or revisions to such HeP 2300 li-
censing mechanism is hereby delegated in-
definitely to the Board of Selectmen.
ARTICLE 40: To see if the Town will vote
to discontinue the following portion of Gar-
rison Lane: commencing at a point approxi-
mately 1,100 feet northerly of Brentwood
Road, adjacent to the southeasterly bound or
comer of Tax Map 56, Lot 2 and continuing
in a northwesterly and northeasterly direction
following the existing course of Garrison
Lane to a point approximately 1450 feet west-
erly of Epping Road, at the southwesterly
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boundar>' of Tax Map 47. I .ot 4-1 . Such dis-
continuance shall not tiike clTcct unless the
Planning lioard appro\es prior to the March.
1999 Town Mcn;ting. a subdi\ision of Tax
Map 46. Lot 1. fax Map 56. lx)ts 2 and 3. all
of which lots are owned by Rockingham
Economic Development Corporation.
|At the (leadline for submission of the
Warrant to the printer, no petition articles had
yet been received. Prior to the delibetative
session (1/31/98), any additional articles will
be provided for review).
ARTICLE 41: fo transact any other busi-
ness that may legally come before said meet-
ing.
Given under our hands and seals this 1 9th day
of Januan'. 1998.
Paul Cj. Scafidi. Chairman





We certify that on the 23rd day of January,
1 998. wc caused a taie copy of the within
v\ arrant to be posted at the Exeter fown 1 lall
on front Street, the llxctcr Public I.ibrar}' at
founders' Park and the fown Clerk's OlTice.
Paul (j. Scafidi. Chairman
Wendy Stanley Jones. V-Chairman
Ann-Marie Bailey. Clerk
Paul A. Binette
Robert 1 1. Rowe
BOARD OF SELBCTMEN
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE MS-
6
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
61 So. Spring St., P.O.Box 1122
Concord, NH 03302-1122
(603) 271-3397
BUDGET OF THE TOWN
EXETEROF c. A n, 1 iL n. f^^
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1, 1998 to December 31, 1998 or
for Fiscal Year From
to
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
p<«s«y 1996) 1998 FIGURES SUBJECT TO CHANGE AT DELIBERATIVE SESSION
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DUE TO TIME DEADIJNES. ACTUM. EXPENDITURES DO NOT REFUtCT LAST 2 VJEEKS OF YEAR.
Year J 998 Budget of the Town of EXLTfR MS-6
J 998 FIGURES SUHJECT TO QiANGE AT DELIBERATIVl
DUE TO TIME DEADLINES^ ACTUAL EXPENDITURES DO NO REFLECT LAST 2 WEEKS OF YEAR.
Year 1998 Budget of the Town of EXErPER MS-6
1998 FIGURES SUBJECT TO CHANGE AT DELIBERATIVE SESSION.
Acct.
Ho.
DUE TO TIME DEADLINES^ ACTUAL EXPfM)lTURES DO NO REFLECT LAST 2 WEHCS OF YEAR.
Year 1998 Budget of the Town of EXKTm MS-6
1998 FIGURES SUBJECT TO QIANGE AT DEIABERATIVE SESSION
Year lafla
DUE TO TIME DEADLINES^ ACTUAL REVENUES DO NOT REFLECT
TO CHANGE Budget of the Town of
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Professional Associaiion/Accountanis & Auditors
193 Nonh Main Street • Concord • New Hampshire -03301-5063 -603-225-6996 • FAX-224-1380
INDEPENDENTAUDITORS REPORT ON THE INTERNAL CONTROL
STRUCTURE BASED ON AN A UDIT OF GENERAL-PURPOSE
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS PERFORMED IN ACCORD.ANCE
WITH GOVERNMENT AUDITING STANDARDS
To the Members of the
Board of Selectmen and Town Manager
Town of Exeter
Exeter, New Hampshire
We have audited the general-purpose financial statements of the Town of Exeter, as of and for the year
ended December 31, 1996, and have issued our report thereon, which was qualified as indicated therein,
dated March 26, 1997.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and Government
Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. Those standards require
that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general-purpose
fmancial statements are free of material misstatement.
The management of the Town of Exeter is responsible for establishing and maintaining an internal
control structure. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and judgments by management are required
to assess the expected benefits and related costs of internal control structure policies and procedures.
The objectives of an internal control structure are to provide management with reasonable, but not
absolute, assurance that assets are safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or disposition, and
that transactions are executed in accordance with management's authorization and recorded properly to
permit the preparation of general-purpose financial statements in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles. Because of inherent limitations in any internal control strucnire, errors or
irregularities may nevertheless occur and not be detected. Also, projection of any evaluation of the
structure to future periods is subject to the risk that procedures may become inadequate because of
changes in conditions or that the effectiveness of the design and operation of policies and procedures
may deteriorate.
In planning and performing our audit of the general-purpose fmancial statements of the Town of Exeter
for the year ended December 31, 1996, we obtained an understanding of the internal control structure.
With respect to the internal control structure, we obtained an understanding of the design of relevant
policies and procedures and whether they have been placed in operation, and we assessed control risk
in order to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing our opinion on the general-
purpose financial statements and not to provide assurance on the internal control structure.
Accordingly, we do not express such an opinion.
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Town ofExeter
Independent Auditor's Report on the Internal Control Structure Based on an Audit ofGeneral-
Purpose Financial Statements Performed in Accordance with Government Auditing Standards
We noted certain matters involving the internal control structure and its operation that we consider to
be reportable conditions under standards established by the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants. Reportable conditions involve matters coming to our attention relating to significant
deficiencies in the design or operation of the internal control strucmre that, in our judgment, could
adversely affect the Town's ability to record, process, summarize, and report financial data consistent
with the assertions of management in the general-purpose financial statements.
GENERAL FIXED ASSET ACCOUNTING (REPEAT RECOMMENDATION)
In general, accounting for fixed assets provides information for estimating the amount of insurance
needed, monitors asset utilization, provides a safeguard over the asset, and allows for depreciation to
be estimated when applicable. The Town does not maintain records for its investment in property,
plant, and equipment. Fixed asset accounting should be considered when determination of applications
to be automated is made. Certain grants, as well as generally accepted accounting principles, require
that adequate fixed asset records be maintained.
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Included in the records submitted for audit, were a signed blank check and several signed withdrawal
slips. We recommend that such items be signed only at the time the check is written or withdrawal
made.
A material weakness is a reportable condition in which the design or operation of one or more of the
internal control strucmre elements does not reduce to a relatively low level the risk that errors or
irregularities in amounts that would be material in relation to the general-purpose fmancial statements
being audited may occur and not be detected within a timely period by employees in the normal course
of performing their assigned functions.
Our consideration of the internal control strucmre would not necessarily disclose all matters in the
internal control strucmre that might be reportable conditions and, accordingly, would not necessarily
disclose all reportable conditions that are also considered to be material weaknesses as defined above.
However, we believe the reportable conditions described above are not material weaknesses.
We also noted the following two matters involving the internal control strucmre and its operation that
have been corrected since our last audit report dated April 12, 1996.
1. The Town hired its first Finance Director in 1996 and the condition of the accounting records
improved immensely.




Independent Auditor's Report on the Internal Control Structure Based on an Audit ofGeneral-
Purpose Financial Statements Performed in Accordance with Government Auditing Standards
This report is intended for the information of management, and the Town. However, this repon is a
matter of public record, and its distribution is not Hmited.




TOWN OF EXETER. NEW HAMPSHIRE
Combined Balance Sheet
All Fund Types and Account Group
December 31, 1996
Governmental Fund Tvpes






Fund Types General Total




















































Amount to be Provided for
Retirement of General
•Long-Term Debt 8.452.805 8.452.805
TOTAL ASSETS
AND OTHER DEBITS S 9.007.282 S 3.338.664 S 227.442 S 1.633.192 S 8.452.805 S 22.659.385
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EXHIBIT A (Continued)
TOWN OF EXETER. NEW HAMPSHIRE
Combined Balance Sheet
All Fund Types and Account Group
December 31. 1996
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TOV/?/ OF EXETER, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
All Governmental Fund Types and Expendable Trust Funds
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1996
TOWN OF EXETER. NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
DECEMBER 31. 1996










Original Issue Mamrity Rate at
Amount Date Date % 12/31/96
$30,000 1968 1998 1.00 $ 2,000
52,300,000 1986 2001 Various 750,000
Upgrade Bonds
TOWN OF EXETER, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
DECEMBER 31, 1996



























All debt is general obligation debt of the Town, which is backed by its full faith and credit. All
debt will be repaid from general governmental revenues.
All lease-purchase agreements contain non-appropriation funding clauses whereby, in the event no
funds or insufficient funds are appropriated by the Town, the lease shall terminate without penalty
or expense to the Town.
Bonds or Notes Authorized - Unissued
















State Aid to Water Pollution Projects
Under RSA Chapter 486, the Town receives from the State of New Hampshire a percent of the
aruiual amortization charges on the original costs resulting from the acquisition and construction
of sewage disposal facilities. At December 31, 1996, the Town is due to receive the following




















TOWN OF EXETER. NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
DECEMBER 31. 1996
F. Landfill Closure Grant
Under RSA 149-M:42, the Town receives from the State of New Hampshire a percentage of costs
incurred in the closure of the Town of Exeter's Cross Road Landfill. At December 31, 1996, the









NOTE 5 - FUND EQUITY
A. Reservations of Fund Balances
Reserve for Encumbrances
Funds encumbered at year end were as follows:






Total Special Revenue Funds 44.120
Total Reserve for Encumbrances $ 228.597
Reserve for Special Purposes
In the Capital Projects Funds, the reserve for special purposes represents the unexpended and
unobligated balance of bond funds or the interest earned thereon. These funds can only be used for
the bonded purposes or, in the case of interest earned, for transfer to the General Fund if not
subsequently appropriated for another purpose. Individual fund balances reserved for special
purposes at December 31, 1996 were as follows:
Capital Projects Fund
Water Treatment Plant $ 174.230
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TOWN OF EXETER. NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
DECEMBER 31, 1996
In the Trust and Agency Funds, the reserve for special purposes represents the unspent balance of
the Town's Trust Funds which may be spent for the purposes specified as follows:









Total Capital Reserve Funds 110.382
Total S 117.319
Reserve for Debt Service
The $53,212 reserved for debt service represents interest earned on bond proceeds which may be
used to pay off the principal of the applicable bond.
Reservedfor Endowments
The amount reserved for endowments at December 31, 1996 represents the principal amount of all
Nonexpendable Trust Funds which is restricted either by law or by terms of individual bequests,
in that only income earned may be expended. The principal balances of the Town's Nonexpendable






Library Trust Fund 32,671
Swasey Park Trust Fund 200,841
Total ^ 295.432
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TOWN OF EXETER, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
DECEMBER 31, 1996
B. Unreserved Fund Balances
Designatedfor Special Purposes
The 52,029,697 designated for special purposes represents Special Revenue Fund balances which
management intends to use in the subsequent years as follows:
Special Revenue Funds
Exeter Christmas Parade $ 5,132
Public Library 14,051
Conservation Commission 49,472






NOTE 6 - SUMMARY DISCLOSURE OF SIGNIFICANT CONTINGENCIES
A. Litigation
There are various claims and suits pending against the Town which arise in the normal course of
the Town's activities. In the opinion of management, the ultimate disposition of these various
claims and suits will not have a material effect on the fmancial position of the Town.
B. Grants
Amounts received or receivable from grantor agencies are subject to audit and adjustment by
grantor agencies, principally the Federal government. Any disallowed claims, including amounts
already collected, may constimte a liability of the applicable funds. The amount of expenditures
which may be disallowed by the grantor cannot be determined at this time although the Town
expects such amounts, if any, to be immaterial.
NOTE 7 - RESTATEMENT OF FUND BALANCES




Adjustments to reflect for overstatement
of prior year taxes receivable $ (106,258)
Fund balance as previously stated 858.705








To the inhabitants of the School District of the Town of Exeter, County of Rockingham,
State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote upon District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Exeter on Tuesday, the tenth day
of March, 1998, to choose the following School District Officers, by ballot, the polls to
open at eight of the clock in the forenoon, and to close no earlier than eight of the clock in
the evening:
1. To choose Two (2) School Board Members for the ensuing three (3) years.
2. To choose One (1) School District Moderator for the ensuing three (3) years.
3. To choose One (1) School District Treasurer for the ensuing three (3) years.
4. To choose One (1) School District Clerk for the ensuing three (3) years.
Given under our hands at said Exeter on this day of February, 1998.
SCHOOL BOARD OF EXETER, N.H.
A true copy of Warrant - Attest:
School Board of Exeter, N.H.
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DRAFT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE BEFORE ANNUAL MEETING
EXETER SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the School District of the Town of Exeter, County of Rockingham, State of
New Hampshire, qualified to vote upon District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet as follows:
FIRST SESSION: At the Exeter Town Hall in said Exeter on Tuesday, February 3, 1 998, at




Shall the District raise and appropriate the sum of THREE MILLION FIVE
HUNDRED THOUSAND ($3,500,000.00) DOLLARS for the construction of renovations and
additions to the Lincoln Street School, the entire THREE MILLION FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND
($3,500,000.00) DOLLARS to be raised through the issuance of serial notes or bonds under and in
compliance with the Municipal Finance Act, RSA 33:1 et seq, as amended, and authorize the
School Board to: issue and negotiate such notes or bonds; determine the rate of interest thereon;
to apply for, obtain and accept any federal, state or other aid, if any, which may be available for
said project and to comply with all laws applicable to said project; take such other action as may be
necessary to effect the issuance, negotiations, sale, and delivery of such notes or bonds as shall be
in the best interests of the District; and to invest said funds. (A 2/3 vote is necessary to authorize
the issuance of said notes or bonds. The School Board recommends this appropriation.)
2. Shall the District raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including
appropriations by special warrant articles, the amounts set forth on the budget posted with the
warrant, for the purposes set forth therein, totaling $ ? Should this article be defeated,
the operating budget shall be $ , which is the same as last year, with certain
adjustments required by previous action of the District or by law or the governing body may hold
one special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40: 1 3, X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised
operating budget only. (The School Board recommends $ as set forth on said
budget.)
3. Shall the District raise and appropriate the sum of $25,000.00 to be added to the
expendable trust fund under RSA 1 98:20-c established by the 1 992 District meeting for the
purposes of funding payments due to professional employees for unused accumulated sick days?
(The School Board recommends this appropriation.)
4. Shall the District raise and appropriate the sum of $250,000.00 to be added to the
special reserve fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1-c established by the 1997 District Meeting
for the purpose of creating a fund to be used to offset the Exeter taxpayers' share of the Exeter
Region Cooperative School District's bond payments (principal and interest) for the new middle
level cooperative school building for the fiscal years from July 1, 2007 through June 30, 2017?
(The School Board recommends this appropriation.)
5. Shall the District raise and appropriate the sum of $ to be added to the
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special reserve fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1-c established by the 1997 District Meeting
for the purpose of creating a fund to be used to offset the Exeter taxpayers' share of capital
improvements to the Exeter Region Cooperative School District buildings which would otherwise
be raised by the Exeter Region Cooperative School District from the Exeter taxpayers? (The School
Board recommends this appropriation.)
6. Shall the District raise and appropriate the sum of $ to be added to
the capital reserve fund under RSA 35:1 established at the 1988 District meeting, as amended by
the 1 996 District meeting, for the purpose of construction, reconstruction, or acquisition of school
buildings and/or school ground site improvements, including associated engineering and
architectural fees? (The School Board recommends this appropriation.)
8. To hear reports of agents, auditors, and committees or officers heretofore chosen.
9. To transact any other business which may legally come before the meeting.
SECOND SESSION: At the Exeter Town Hall in said Exeter on Tuesday, March 10, 1998,
to choose the following School District Officers: two (2) school board members for three year
terms; School District Moderator; School District Treasurer; and School District Clerk; and vote on
the articles listed as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 above, as those articles may be amended at the First
Session; by ballot, the polls to open at eight of the clock in the forenoon, and to close no earlier
than eight of the clock in the evening.
Given under our hands at said Exeter on this day of February, 1 998.
EXETER SCHOOL DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD:
Jayne Veilleux Robert M. Derosier
Joan Henson Edwin Nelson
Linda Henderson Donna Fuller
Sarah C. Oxnard, M.D.
E:\SCH\ESD\MEETINC\1998\WARRANT.WPD
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SUBJECT TO CHANGE PRIOR TO ANNUAL MEETING
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School Administrative Union 16
FY 99 Budget
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100.00% $1,493,170,145 100.00?6 100.00% $555,821
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Plodzik & Sanderson
Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors
193 Nonh Main Streel « Concord « New Hampshire » 0330 1 -5063 « 603-225-6996 • FAX-224-1380
INDEPENDENT A UDITOR 'S REPORT
To the Members of the School Board
Exeter Area School District
Exeter, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the Exeter Area School
District as of and for the year ended June 30, 1997 as listed in the table of contents. These general
purpose financial statements are the responsibility of the School District's management. Our
responsibility is to express an opinion on these general purpose financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and the standards
applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards issued by the Comptroller
General of the United States. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit
includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates
made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe
that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The general purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the general fixed assets
account group which should be included in order to conform with generally accepted accounting
principles. As is the case with most municipal entities in the State of New Hampshire, the Exeter Area
School District has not maintained historical cost records of its fixed assets. The amount that should
be recorded in the general fixed assets account group is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission described in the
preceding paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of the Exeter Area School District, as of June 30, 1997, and the
results of its operations for the year then ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles.
In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we have also issued our report dated September 11,
1997 on our consideration of the Exeter Area School District's internal control over financial reporting
and our tests of its compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts and grants.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose financial statements
of Exeter Area School District taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund financial
statements listed as schedules in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis
and arc not a required part of the general purpose financial statements of the Exeter Area School
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Exeter Area School District
Independent Auditor 's Report
District. The accompanying Single Audit related schedules are presented for purposes of additional
analysis as required by U.S. Office of Management and Budget Circular A-133, Audits of States, Local
Governments, and Non-Profit Organizations, and are not a required part of tlie general purpose financial
statements. All Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of
the general purpose financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly presented in all material respects
in relation to the general purpose financial statements taken as a whole.
U^^^^yf, ^;A£^^^^




EXETER AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT
Combined Balance Sheet - All Fund Types and Account Group
June 30. J997















EXETER AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT
Combined Statement ofRevenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
All Governmental Fund Types and Expendable Trust Funds
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1997
EXHIBIT C
EXETER AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT
Combined Stacement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
Budget and Actual (Budgetary Basis)
General and Special Revenue Funds








EXETER AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT
Fiduciary Fund Type
Expendable Trust Funds
Combining Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances





Interest and Dividend Income $ 34,179 $ 4.341 $ 38.520
Other Financing Sources
Operating Transfers In
General Fund 25.000 25.000
Total Revenues and
Other Financing Sources 34.179 29.341 <53.S2Q
Fund Balances - July I 708.220 105.651 813.871
Fund Balances - June 30 S 742.399 S 134.992 $877.391
See Independent Auditor's Report, pages 1 and 2
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The Planning Board is responsible for the review and approval of all subdivisions and lot line ad-
justments which are recorded at the Rockingham County Registry of Deeds as well as site plan
review for all site work associated with multi-family residential, commercial and industrial devel-
opment within the Town of Exeter. The Board is also responsible for undertaking both short and
long-range planning through the preparation of a master plan and capital improvements program
as well as making recommendations to the Town voters for amendments to the zoning ordinance.
The Planning Board is assisted in fulfilling its responsibilities by the Planning Department staff
and other Town employees and private consultants. Planning Board meetings are scheduled for
the second and fourth ITiursdays of each month at 7:00 p.m. in the Nowak Room of the Town
Office building. Meetings are also televised live on Channel 58.
During 1997 the Planning Board saw a shift away from large subdivision projects to more site
plan review applications. The Board granted final or conditional approval to proposed projects
that will add twenty two (22) residential lots. The Planning Board received site plan review appli-
cations for an ice rink on Epping Road and a mixed use commercial/light manufacturing project
on Epping Road as well. The Epping Road corridor has the greatest potential for new uses given
the Rte. 101 project and the availability of extended water and sewer services. The Planning
Board received a total of thirty two (32) applications for 1997.
The year ahead will bring more construction on the Rte. 101 improvements including the comple-
tion of the Rte. 88 connector road from Portsmouth Ave. to Holland Way. The new Epping Road
interchange with Rte. 101 is scheduled to be open in late 1999. Final design work will also be
completed in 1998 for the widening of Portsmouth Avenue with construction scheduled for the
year 2000.
As always, the public is invited to attend Planning Board meetings to express their thoughts on
applications being considered by the Board or on other planning related issues. Please feel free to
contact the Planning Department office with any specific questions or concerns for the Planning
Board.
The Board would like to express its thanks to those Town employees, citizens, businesses and
developers who played an active role in the planning process in Exeter in 1997, and the Board
looks forward to working on new plans for 1998.
Respectftilly submitted,
THE EXETER PLANNING BOARD
Jonathan Ring, Chairman Robert Eastman
Robert Rowe, Selectmen's Rep. Helen Carr Dix
Peter Valade, Alternate, Clerk Lionel Ingram, Jr.
Thomas Cayten, Alternate Langdon Plumer, Vice-Chr.




I he llisloric Dislricl Commission wishes to recognize the many contributions ot"Howd> Morgan
who died this fall. Houd\ was a past Chaimian and aeti\e member oi'the Commission. Mis
dedication and \ alued contributions to the I listoric District Commission and the I own of Hxeter
iea\e a legacy ol community service and good citizenship as an example to all.
( Xer the past year many applications have come before the Commission most ot" which met with
appro\al. some required nKxlificalion. while others required reassessment b\ the applicant. It has
been a producti\e >ear as folks stepped tbrward to improve their properties or start new busi-
nesses. ITie Commission, acting within it's guidelines, seeks to be reasonable in its decisions and
helpful to those who appear before it to facilitate successfiil outcomes. Our success can be mea-
sured more ob)ecli\ el\ b) the citizenr> who \'iew the results of our effort, we ask for and wel-
come \our leedback.
Ihe 1 listoric District Commission encourages your volunteer effort and communil> support. Local
historic districts througliout the State, as well as the Countr), provide roots to their respective
communities as well as character. They chronicle a communities growth and development and
speak to a time past, while olten anchoring a communit) in the present as it builds toward its
liiture.
Historic districts are more than the buildings contained therein. Use your imagination - can \ou
see. hear, touch and taste the past as you stroll its streets. Perhaps, you miglit recall the stories of
the old timers which bring these nei^borhoods to life or view old photographs which depict life
in earlier times. Life has been lived and continues to be lived in these architectural milestones
and on the streets once trodden by the horse and buggy.
Currenth. the Historic District Commission is exploring the Certified Local Government Program
in New Hampshire. Ihis is a certitication process that will enable the 1 own of L.xeter to be eligi-
ble to apply for Certified Local Government (CLG) federal matching grants set aside for the
exclusive use of CLGs. These grants, when awarded, are directed toward eligible non-construc-
lion preserv ation activities such as: the creation of historic presen ation plans that anah ze current
communit) needs and propose future strategies; the development of brochures, walking lours
related to historic pro|x*rties, sites and areas. CL(j grants have also been used to sup[X)rt a great
variet\' of curriculum development focused on elementarj', middle and high school students.
In the davs to come, we hope to explore further the responsibilities and the demands made when a
town seeks Certified Local Government status with our Town officials, communit\ leaders and
interested citizenrv to detemiine its feasibilitv. An\ action must be inclusive and represent the
collective wisdom of all coneemed if we are to be successful. All the pros and the cons will be
thoughtful Iv explored.
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The Historic District Commission meets on the third Thursday of each month, when there is busi-
ness to be conducted, at 7 P.M. in the Town Office Building. All citizens are welcome to attend.
We encourage community input, support and participation.
Respectfully submitted,
George D. Harvey, M.A., Chairman
Trisha McElroy, PB Representative
Judith B. Rowan, PhD




ITie Zoning Board of Adjustment sits as a five member quasi-judicial body to hear and decide on
four types of applications: variance, special exception, appeal from an administrative decision,
and equitable waivers of dimensional requirements. An application for a variance alleges that a
literal enforcement of a particular provision of the Zoning Ordinance would result in an unneces-
sary hardship. An application for a special exception is a request to permit a specific use subject
to meeting certain criteria set forth in the 2^ning Ordinance. An appeal from an administrative
decision involves a request for review of a decision by an administrative official with respect to
enforcement of any provision of the Zoning Ordinance. An equitable waiver of a dimensional
requirement may be granted if the Board finds that a zoning setback requirement has mistakenly
been violated despite a good faith effort to comply with the zoning ordinance.
The Zoning Board of Adjustment meets the third Tuesday of each month at 7:00 p.m. in the
Nowak Room of the Town OtTice building. ITie Board met nine (9) times in 1997 and considered
a total of eighteen (18) applications. Eight (8) applications for variance were heard, of which
seven (7) were granted. Ten (10) applications for special exception were heard, of which all
were granted.
Respectftilly submitted,











During 1997 the I-\ctcr IX-xclopmcnl Commission continued its long-standing efforts to improve
and deselop the l.pping Road corridor. Since 1992 the 1:IX" has worked on making changes to
the zoning ordinance, setting up bonding authority for water and sewer upgrades and extensions
on getting Garrison Lane (a key commercial access point off of lapping Road) laid out and
extended for future use. Of most importance, atler five years of discussion and negotiation, the
340 acre "Ba\bank" parcels have now been put in an active, local commercial development mode.
As 1997 draws to a close there are several major companies who are in final negotiations to
rekxate their businesses to this area of lixeter. 'I"he EDC hopes and expects 1998 to be a very
liuitlul \ear for development along the Lpping Road Corridor.
Also during 1997 the EDC has endorsed several zoning changes to the CT-1 zone. These changes
would promote greater fie.xibilitv in land use by allowing hotels and by special exception,
healthcare facilities as p)ermitted uses. We hope the voters of Exeter will support these changes at
the 1998 Town Meeting.
Other activities of note during 1997 include our full board meeting with a representative of Tyco
concerning their problems with the Route 101 construction near their property, supporting the
persistent effort of the Hxeter Area Chamber of Commerce to expedite the Route 101
improvements (where they succeeded in moving up some completion dates b\' almost two years),
and meeting with and offering guidance to the developers of the Sportsple.x, a recreational
complex featuring ice hockey which should be built and open for business by Fall, 1998.
We will continue to follow through on all of our 1997 activities and we look forward to
responding to what we hope will be a large number of commercial development requests in 1998.
Respectfiilly submitted,
THE EXE ITR DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION
Michael Davvlev. Chairman Tracey McGrail
Joseph I- el lows Kathy Ciilmorc
Matthew ITierrien. Vice-Chairman Samuel Daniel 1
Brian Lortie. Ireasurer Douglas Forrest
John Flvnn Peter Valade




General Assistance is designed to provide short-term assistance to eligible residents of the Town
of Exeter. Assistance is granted for help with basic needs such as shelter, food utilities, funerals
and medical needs and is always done in the form of a voucher. All recipients of General Assist-
ance agree to reimburse the Town when they return to an income status allowing them to do so.
Many area agencies and civic organizations helped keep Exeter's budget at a relatively low
amount. The area food pantries and the SHARE program assisted several people along with the
many Christmas and Thanksgiving food baskets and hot meals provided at the holidays. Area
churches helped with heating expenses, gasoline expenses and clothing. The Exeter Chamber of
Commerce contributed to the warm clothing drive and the Exeter Lions Club assisted residents
with the eyeglass and hearing aid program.
Exeter residents received assistance with lliel bills from the Fuel Assistance program administered
by Rockin^am Community Action Program. Some also received emergency assistance under
FEMA monies that was available throu^ their program. Exeter Housing Authority provided
subsidized rent to many residents. Many low-cost nutritional meals were provided at the Senior
Center and at home under the Meals on Wheels program. Some pre-school children received edu-
cation through the Head Start program.
In addition, the Town of Exeter receives money in reimbursements from former recipients and
agencies. Another way to reimburse the Town for assistance granted is to participate in the
Workfare program.
I would like to thank all the organizations who have assisted those in need. You have shown that
Exeter is a wonderful community. I would also like to thank the Board of Selectmen, our Town






EXEIER aXJNQL ON AGING ANNUAL REPORT
1997
Iliis past \'ear. the Hxetcr Council (>i Aging lost one of its founding members who was instru-
mental in its establishment in 1973. Flavia Page passed away at the age of 103. Flavia was a
person dedicated to senior adults and others. She worked with me as co-chairman to start the
[{xeter's senior citi/eas meals prt)gram in 1974 through the Somersworth Housing Authorit\.
Fla\ia helped people with their medical bill information, taxes and also gave many hours of her
time to help man\ much \ounger than she.
In the spring of 1997. the Hxeter Council on Aging sent a letter to the Exeter Board of Selectmen
requesting that the\ consider Flavia for the 1997 town report dedication. The Council had this
idea for a number of years and thought it best that a letter be written prior to her death so she
could enjo\ the honor.
As a side note, serving as chairman for the past 24 years. Flavia and 1 had a special bond as our
goal was to make the Council one of the best in the area. We attended many meetings and helped
set policy for many of the senior programs offered in town. We also worked hard to see that the
town had a site for the seniors to meet, which is how the old firehouse came to be renovated into
the now 12 year old senior citizens' center. Flavia not only gave of her time, she supported many
of the projects with her own ftmds. The public address system at the center was a donation from
Flavia.
The Council has seen many changes over the years with new members coming on board each
year. We are always looking for Exeter resident adults of all ages to join the Council. If there are
openings, and if you are interested, please send a letter to the Exeter Council on Aging, c/o 32
Court St.. Exeter. NH 03833. The council will review your letter then forward it to the Selectmen
for apj3ointment.
The discount taxi program, offered as a supplemental form of transportation by the Town of
Exeter through the Parks and Recreation CJept.. saw a busy year. Close to eight thousand rides
were provided. The Exeter Taxi Company has not gone up on their fees for the last three or four
years and will keep the price at the same cost to the town for at least one more year. We thank
Nan Pearson for helping to sell tickets again this past year. Nan, we don't know what we would
do without you.
Respectfully submitted.
Douglas E. Dicey, CLP, Chairman Margaret Duhamel
Claudia Finlay. Sec. Alma Hall
Robert Swasey Evelyn Zamowski
Robert Fit^iatrick Frank Kozacka
Wa>ne Patten Robert Shaw
Amy Bailey. Selectmen's Rep Sandra Cross
Alan Williams Lorraine Hanson. Alt.
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SWASEY PARKWAY
The Trustees of Swasey Parkway first would like to thank the residents for their continued
support and interest of the Parkway.
This past year saw a change in the Board of Trustees: Doug Dicey retiring from the Board
after twenty-three (23) years of devoted service and Doug Elastman being elected at Town
Meeting last March for a three (3) year term. This past year we saw the Park being used to
everyones' enjoyment from quiet daily walks to live bands playing, the reenactment of the
Revolutionary War days, a staging area for the "Mud In Your Eye 500" bike race and the
Lions Club charity bike ride, the Farmer's Market, numerous events sponsored by the Exeter
Parks and Recreation Department, and the annual Christmas and Halloween parades which are
still a favorite event at the Parkway.
After review of the Trust Agreement by Town Counsel, and discussions between Selectmen
and the Trustees, an agreement was reached that explains the responsibilities of each party.
In short, the roadway to be owned and maintained by the Town and surrounding common
areas (i.e. lawns, trees, benches) to be maintained by the Trust; and all agreed to work to-
gether in keeping the Parkway use as intended by Mr. Swasey.
Last October a design workshop took place in which residents of Exeter were invited to share
some of their ideas and concerns about the future of the Parkway. A team of design profes-
sionals listened to concerns about the traffic and speed of vehicles through the Parkway and
some ways to do a traffic calming. The design plan will be available for public viewing at
the Town Meeting, for approval or disapproval - but I think we all know that the very least
we need to do is repair the seawall and possibly repave the road!
A "thanks" to Dwane Staples Landscaping who once again has done a tremendous job in
maintaining the lawn and shrubs, and "thanks" to the people who use the Parkway for keeping







I am pleased to submit m\ thirteenth iinnual report to the eiii/eas of Fxeter. This department over-
sees and maintains all Town roads, bridges, and sidewalks; all municipal buildings and vehicles;
the maintenance of the elo.sed landfill and operation of the Solid Waste Iraaster lacilit); rubbish
and recNcling operations; composting operations; the water, sewer, and storm drainage systems, as
well as the two town dams. We also prepare contracts, specilications. and plans for construction
and reno\ ation projects. In addition, the department pro\ ides \arious levels of support to other
municipal departments.
During 1997 the Highway Division completed the pa\'ing of Park St.. Clitlbrd St.. Bow St..
Nelson Dr., Hall Ct.. Jad\ Hill Ave.. Epping Rd., Dogtown Rd.. Bonnie Dr.. and Haven Lane. A
survey and inspection of all municipal signs was completed. Ihe suney identifies signs that need
repair or replacement. We also tbund a number of regulator) signs that were not supported by an
ordinance. Mother Nature pla\ed an April fool's joke on us b\ delivering an uninvited 12 inches
of snow on April 1st. We continued work on the tree nurser\ and we now have a fair stock of
health)' trees to be used on town streets as existing trees are replaced. In addition to their routine
maintenance chores, the crews built handicap ramps at the intersection of Pine St. and Linden St.
as well as b\ the tracks on Front Street, with surplus granite rebuilt the retaining wall at the park
on Water St., and installed a new sidewalk on Hampton falls Road.
The Maintenance Division has worked hard maintaining our municipal buildings and vehicles. In
addition, the crews continued repairs to tlood damaged buildings. We were able to complete a
number of painting projects at the town office, town hall, and public safety complex. The town
electrician upgraded the power at the pool and wiring in a number of town buildings. Our mech-
anics rebuilt the recreation department dump tmck as well as major repairs to their bus. We are
fortunate to have two mechanics that ha\ e the talent to work on a \ast array of vehicles and
equipment from cruisers to backhoes to chain saws.
The Water / Sewer Division kept bus> repairing flood damage to the water treatment plant and
pump stations. We ha\e enhanced our bicumual water main Hushing program which will help im-
prove the qualit) of the water we drink. We also completed the water s\stem survey and mapping
project that will pro\ ide updated information about the water distribution system. An outside con-
sultant has completed a comprehensive study of the sanitarv' sewer collection system. The report
indicates further work is necessar\ to repair the s\stem to remove inflltration and inflow.
The Office and Engineering staff worked t)n researching old town meeting actions to have a his-
torical accounting of warrants that pertain to roads and other public works responsibilities, pro-
duced a number of contract documents, and perambulated the town boundaries.
All and all it was a busy and productive >ear. Besides the need to be honest, m\ mother always
taught me that something good usual 1\' comes tuit of nK)si bad events. I see this with the flood of
"96". As bad as it was, it was a great learning experience lor the department and myself In ad-
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dition to learning more about the mechanics of the infrastructure by making repairs, it taught us
all how to respond in a crisis. This experience will help us respond better in any future emer-
gencies.
1 respect and am sensitive to the taxpayers' concern for keeping the budget as low as possible.
However, 1 feel strongly that postponing or ignoring necessary infrastructure maintenance is a
false savings and actually cost more in the long run. Sometimes it's difficult to explain in print
the details of these projects and seeing is believing. I invite any resident that has a question in
this regard to meet with me so that I may explain the details and show them first hand what I'm
talking about.
Working with the Selectmen over the years, it continues to amaze me of the tough job they have.
Even though there are times 1 disagree with their perspective or a decision, it impresses me on
how often the>' are absolutely right in their decisions. I thank them as both a department head and
a taxpayer. In addition, I would like to thank the Water/Sewer Advisory Committee, Town Mana-
ger, fellow Department Heads and all town employees for their assistance, guidance, and contribu-
tions throughout the year. Thank you, the citizens, for allowing me to serve you.
Respectfully submitted.
Keith R. Noyes





The mission of the Fxctcr Public l.ibrarv' is '1o champion and nurture reading as a vital element in
lifelong learning, through access to informational materials, bcwks and services to meet the recrea-
tional, professional, and educational nc^ds of the community", lo fulfill that mission your
libran has a varied collection of books and materials in various formats and a wide variety of
programs and workshops chosen to satisfy the needs and interests of a large and diverse library
community.
Children's Services had a rewarding year with one of the most successful summer reading pro-
grams in New Hampshire. More than 1,400 children participated b>' reading more books than
ever and receiving numerous prizes donated by local merchants and families.
Young Adult Services had another great year with book-talks at the Jr. High, Summer Reading
Program, Monda>' Afternoon Videos, and trivia contests.
Adult Services had a ver>' busy year. In an effort to broaden the library's scope and enhance
libran service, adult services offered programs and workshops on topics such as personal health
concerns, aging, stock market information, yoga, tarot, writing, first aid, meditation, carpal tunnel
syndrome, crystals, and travel. All of these were in addition to the Book Bag discussion groups.
The Reference Department answered all types of questions using a variety of sources including
our own collection, the NH State Librar>', other libraries statewide, CDs and the Internet. We
answered business, financial, medical, employment, drug, science, music, and literature questions.
In 1997 the number of reference transactions increased 20% over 1996.
In addition to satisfying the needs of today we are planning for the future. We have added the
Internet and numerous informational CDs to our reference collection and have our own web page,
http://www.nh.ultranet.com/~dewey - visit us there.
Your library' has it all. Whether you have a question, or want to tr\' a new skill, polish an old
one, read a new book or old favorite, do an art project, encourage your children or grandchildren
to be lifelong readers, or sit in the sun and read a magazine, the Exeter Public library is the place
to be.
Thank you everyone at the Exeter Town Office for your assistance, support, and kindness. Thank
\ou to all the town's departments and department heads: our job at the librarv would be ver> dif-
ficult without all your help. Thank you to the Board of Trustees for their time and effort to keep
the librar>' strong and healthy and looking toward the future while respecting the past. l"hank you
to the Friends of the F-.xeter Librar> who are always so supportive. And thank you to the library
staff, a group of committed and dedicated people who make it all seem so easy. To Pam -ludy,
Jeaa Connie. Sandra, Ivllen, Jeanne, Ix^lie. Pam, Denise, Barbara, Gail, Kathy, Eric, and Mich-
elle, great job, as always.
Respectfully submitted,
Hope Godino, Director










EXETER CONSERVA T10IS COMMISSION
Visiting potential land gill and casement sites, evaluating uetlands permit requests and trail
maintenance characten/ed the work of the I:.\eter Coaser\atit)n Commission in 1997. As the pace
of construction picked up in Exeter, the Commission was faced with evaluating an increased num-
ber of petitions to fill wetlands. Ilie discussions, talks and site walks have taken much time, but
the Commission rc^:ei\ed much support trom its full complement of regular members and alter-
nates to accomplish this task.
The Commission continued to promote its regular activities such as the 8th annual Arbor Day/
Earth I)a> program for all fitth grade students at the Lincoln Street School. Ihe Coaservation
Commission portion of the Town Nurserv continued to prosper under the watchfiil eye and hard
work of PetcT Waltz. The trails in the Oakland and Henderson-Swasey Town Forests were im-
pro\ed and maintained, along with the trail on the Countr>' Club easement along the Squamscott
River.
The two town forests continue to get heavy use. An Orienteering Meet was held in April, the
Scouts did some camping there this summer and The Mud-In-Your-Eye bike race was held in
SeptembCT. This fall, the Junior High also held an orienteering event in the Town Forest. The new
color-coded maps of the Henderson-Swasey and Oaklands Town Forests proved ver\' popular and
we have had to order another printing. They are on sale at the Planning Office.
Members of the Commission met w ith Amanda Stone of the Exeter River Watershed Project on
three occasions to discuss areas of concern about the river. Some areas of concern were the town
out-take near Oilman Park, the Dudley Brook-Connor Farm, one of the last large natural areas in
Exeter and other lands around the small brooks which are tributaries to the Exeter River.
The coming year seems no less busy as we hope to bring to fruition several agreements which
will help conserve land in Exeter for wetlands, recreational hiking and walking trials and wildlife
protection. As Exeter continues to grow, we hope to work to maintain the distinct town-like
character Exeter possesses. To this end. the Commission would invite any landowners who have
been thinking about presenting their land for future generations to explore the possibility of an
easement with the Commission, .^n easement is a wa> of retaining ownership in the land while
insuring that it will remain as it is now. for future generations. You can contact any Commission
member to discuss how to go about this process.
The Commission meets the second Tuesda\ of ever\ nu)nlh in the Nowak Room of the lown
Office building.
William Campbell, Chair fom Chamberlin. Secretary
Donald Clement. Vice Chair Dwight Shiup
Rick Sugatt, Treasurer Christopher Wcxxis
John Henson Sheila I.ulek
Joanna PellcTin John \ laslam
Janet Tucker Peter Waltz
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TOWN LANDS ADMINISTERED BY THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION
WATER AND SEWER ADVISORY COMMITTEE
The Exeter Water and Sewer Ad\isor>' Committee is charged h\ the Ikrard of Selectmen v\ ith the
oversight of the Water and Sewer Division of the Department of I\jblic WorLs. Ilie Committee is
also charged with pro\ iding the lioard of Selectmen with direction in matters relating to the
Town's water and scwcr uiilit> . I"hc Committee is responsible for addressing customer complaints
and requests for adjusimenl [o water and scwcr bills.
llic water and sewer utilii> operates c\clusi\cl> on user fees and does not rel\ on propert> taxes
for support.
In man>- wa>s 1997 was a \ear of reco\er> from the tloods of October 1996. Indeed a whole
year later repairs continue to be made to the water treatment plant so devastated b\' the flcxxls.
The extent of the damage done b\ the tltx^d waters was remarkable. FortunatcK steps arc being
taken in the design of the widened Portsmouth Avenue to preclude the kind of flooding that did
so much damage last \ear. Plans call for the new road to be completed in the \ear 2000.
In addition to all of the discussion on flood repairs, the Water and Sewer Advison, Committee
spent considerable time on rvvo major projects: a study prepared in response to the administrative
order from the f;n\ ironmental Protection Agenc\ requiring that the 1 own's reduce its discharge of
copper and ammonia into the Squamscott and the Sewer Facilities Stud)
.
The stud\ describing how to reduce the amount of copper and ammonia coming from the sewer
treatment plant recommends that the plant discharge point, now abo\ e the level of the Squamscott
e\'en at high tide, be submerged. l"hc engineers feel that the resulting dilution will take care of
meeting the EPAs requirements. ITie Committee continues to look for an appropriate response
which is both fiscally and environmentally responsible.
The Sewer Facilities Study, a detailed sttjdy of all 60+ miles of sewer, bore good and bad news.
The good news is that the capacit> of the existing sewer s\'stem is adequate to meet the needs of
fiittirc development. The bad news is that this is not the case when it rains. Far more infiltration
and inflow of storm water enters the sanitan sewer s\ stem than was anticipated when the study
was begun. ITie stud> continues w ith an e\e to more refinement of the data and plans to remove
this storm water from the system.
Even before the Sewer Facilities Study was completed, fown Meeting addressed a solution to
some of this problem of storm water entering the sanitarv sewer sNStem B\ well o\cr the
required twothirds \ ote. residents authorized the borrow ing ol' $750,000 to separate stonn water
and sanitarv sewer in the Court Street, Center Street and l-lm St. areas. Wliilc this project will go
a long wa>' in addressing the concems outlined in the Scwcr Facilities Stud\, it will b> no means
solve the problem.
(Xher major events addressed b> the Water and Sewer Advisory Committee in 1997 included
discussion of the e.xlcnsion of water and scwcr to the new CoOp sch(X)l in Stratham: the placing
of sleeves under the new Route 101 to allow for water and sewer extensions to the north of the
by-pass at some future date; the extension of water and sewer service out the l-pping Kd to Carri-
son l.ane; full implementation of electronic meter reading; and steps to be taken to help insure
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that water boil orders do not become a part of Exeter summers.
Unlike 1996. 1997 brought little change is stafting. but did being two new members to the Water
and Sewer Advisorv Committee in the persons of Bill Gardner and Brian Fieldsemd.
As in past years, the Committee looks to address the challenges of insuring that our residents
continue to enjoy the benefits of a state of the art water and sewer system and that all our cus-









Paul Scafidi, Selectmen's representative
Exeter D.A.R.E. Van - leased by Exeter Lions Club
newly repainted through efforts ofD.A.R.E. Committee
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ROCKINGHAM PLANNING COMMISSION
ITic R(K-kingh;im Planning Commission is one of nine regietnal planning eommissions in New
1 Lunpshire eslahlished hy RSA 36 to promote etH)rdinaled kuid use and lrans[X)nalion planning at
the ItKal and regional le\el. Operating as a publie non-profit agene\. the Commission serves in
an advisor) role and provides a wide cirray of professional planning assistance to its member com-
munities.
During \'~W. the RcKkingliani Plajining Commission provided a variety of regional and local as-
sistance. Ihe direct Kxal assistance provided to F.xeter included the lol lowing:
1. Assisted lovvn Manager and Public Works Director to coordinate the annual 1 lousehold
Ha/iirdous Waste collection, together with Stratham and Nevvfields. fasks included pre-
paring the grant application for state funds, making arrangements with the licensed haz-
ardous waste hauler, and coordinating volunteers.
2. Prepared final report to the Coastal iVogram for the residential buildout analvsis which
assessed future residential development potential in each zoning district. Ihe report sum-
marized development potential for each district.
3. Prepared revised Coastal Program planning/management grant (FY-98) for matching funds
to construct the second phase of repairs of the Svvasev Park Seawall. Assisted the Town to
secure carrv ov er funds to help pay for the preparation of tlnal engineering plans of the
construction.
4. Assisted in the Planning Department in integrating digitized tax parcel maps prepared by a
consultant under contract to the Town into the existing GIS (geographic infonnation sys-
tem). Received samples of assessor records to develop database link between the new
CjIS parcel map and updated assessor records: provided consultant with zoning imd wet-
lands data to utilize in the parcel mapping.
5. Used the CilS to prepare address list olall parcel owners within designated wellhead areas
and source water protection areas in conjunction with the State Wellhead Protectit)n Prcv
gram; revised Wellhead Protection application and report.
6. Responded to periodic requests from Planning IX*partment and Town Officials to research
planning related questions, including: time limits on zoning variances: consumer price in-
dexing for wage change comparisons: pedestrian crossing design and traffic calming tech-
niques, and others.
In addition to assistance provided specillcallv to l-Acter. the lovvn benefitted from the Commis-
sion's regional planning activ iiies. including education and training lor land llsc Kiard members,
general regional land use and transportation planning and kuid conservation and resource pro-
tection elTorts. Iliis vear. regional activ ities relevant to l:.xeter included: close monitoring, analy-
sis and public comment regarding the Portland and Maritimes natural gas pipeline proposals:
organizational and planning support for the I-.xeler River I.cKal Advisorv Committee: updating of
the region-wide inventorv of existing and land use and zoning maps: assistance in securing con-
tinued funding for COAST's Route 7 serving Exeter, Stratham and Portsmouth, and assistance/ad-
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vice in preparing proposals for transportation projects for funding under the Federal (ISTEA)
Transportation Enhancements program, to be funded and final approval and adoption of the
region's Transportation Improvement Program.
Respectfully submitted,
Joe Kenick Amy Bailey Helen Carr Dix
RPC Commissioners for the Town of Exeter:
GIUMANPARK
On July 12, 1892, Daniel Oilman deeded to "Oeorge E. Street, Oeorge W. Clark, H. C. Follansby,
Henry A. Shute and William P. Chadwick and their successors in the Trust hereinafter mentioned"
a parcel of land containing eleven (more or less) acres of land situated at the confluence of Exeter
River and Little River. These trustees "shall have the power to choose their successors in trust"...
and shall hold in trust these premises "for the use and enjoyment of said Town of Exeter as a
public park".
The park is reached on foot by a narrow bridge spanning Little River at the end of Oilman Street
(which runs between the Academy gym and the Academy tennis courts). Vehicular traffic may
reach the park from Bell Avenue off Court Street.
The activities in the park were much the same as last year. The Recreation Department's baseball
and Softball programs held games and practices there on almost a daily basis during May and
June. Both youth and adults used the basketball court for "pick up" games. The volley ball court
received some play but not as much as hoped for.
Individuals use the park for picnics and to launch boats. The Fire Department conducted its
annual pumping drill. The Park is the only location in town suitable for such an activity.
In June the Trustees perambulated the Park, something they do as a group annually. They are
also working with the Town on a memorandum of understanding about the management of the
Park.
There were some minor repairs made to the road. Unfortunately, damage still remains from the










The Exeter Housing Authority completed many capital improvements in the past year.
The projects were funded through Federal HUD Grants received in fiscal years 1994,
1995 and 1996.
The major capital improvements include:
*Installation of power handicapped doors at the elderly complex on Water Street.
*Repaving of parking lots and sidewalks at the elderly complex on Water Street.
*Regrading and repaving of the parking lot and sidewalks at the family housing
complex on Linden Street.
*Construction of a new Maintenance garage to house Authority vehicles and
equipment at the Linden Fields property.
The Board of Commissioners would like to thank Unitil Corporation for the grant which
was used to install energy efficient lighting at the elderly complex on Water Street and
the installation of energy efficient set back thermostats in all units at Water Street,
Auburn Street, Portsmouth Avenue and Linden Fields.
They would also like to thank the Board of Selectmen, the Fire, Police, and Public Works
Departments for the help provided during the two water emergencies which occurred in
1997.
The Exeter Housing Authority provides assistance to elderly, disabled, handicapped, and
low income families under the Public Housing Program and the Section 8 Program.
The Section 8 Existing Housing Program is designed to help low income, elderly (age 62
or older) families, disabled or handicapped households. The Exeter Housing Authority
serves a mix of these households who currently occupy 169 apartments located
throughout the Town of Exeter. The apartments are owned by private landlords. The
portion of the apartment rents not paid by the tenants themselves are paid by the Federal
Housing Assistance Programs administered by the Department of Housing and Urban
Development.
Those interested in the Section 8 Program should contact the Exeter Housing Office at
277 Water Street by calling 778-81 10. Anyone owning property for rent in Exeter who
may be interested in placing their apartments in the Section 8 Program may call 778-81 10
for more information.
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The Public Housing Program is designed to help low income elderly (age 62 and above),
disabled, handicapped, and family households. The four (4) locations in the Town of
Exeter owned by the Exeter Housing Authority are:
277 Water Street 85 1 and 2 bedroom apartments for elderly and disabled
Linden Fields 15 family units 2-3-4 bedrooms
Portsmouth Avenue 4 family units
Auburn Street 3 family units
Those interested in the Public Housing Program should contact the office at 277 Water
Street by calling 778-81 10.
The Exeter Housing Authority made payment in lieu of taxes to the Town of Exeter in the
amount of $19,859.09 in 1997.
Respectfully submitted.
James A. Plourde, Chairman
Tim Stanley, Commissioner
George St. Amour, Commissioner
George Bragg, Commissioner
Norman Morrissette, Vice Chairman























Regular meeting on the first








and Human Resources Manager
Office: 24 Front Street - Tel: 772-4040
Stephen Hermans









SAU 16 Report of Administration
Arthur L. Hanson, Ed.D.
Superintendent of Schools
Barbara L. Lobdell
Assistant Superintendent of Schools
Paul A. Flynn
Assistant Superintendent of Schools
A major change has occurred in the governance of SAU 16 schools as the
Exeter Region Cooperative School District assumed operating responsibility
for grades 6-12 on July 1, 1997. The transition has gone very well thanks to
the efforts of the Cooperative Board, Building Committee for the new
middle-school, administrators and staff Last year's predictions of the
minimal impact on the tax rates to each of the communities with the new
Cooperative School District proved to be accurate.
The voters of the Exeter School District will be presented with a bond
initiative to refurbish the Lincoln Street Elementary School in order to
address air quality, safety concerns and the learning environment. Also,
various study committees are meeting to make recommendations for the
most efficient utilization of the Junior and Senior High School buildings.
The new middle-level facility being constructed on Guinea Road in Stratham
is scheduled to open in the fall of 1998. The construction remains on
schedule and the beauty of the setting and the impressiveness of the building
find much favor with the people who have had the opportunity to visit the
construction site. The middle-level students of SAU 16 will have a facility
that will undoubtedly enhance their learning as they enter the 21^' century.
There is a sense of collaboration with the individual school districts and the
agreement to hire a curriculum coordinator SAU wide beginning with the
1998-1999 school year is an important step in this direction. It is paramount
that all students in the SAU have a "common" curriculum and a variety of
assessment measures to ensure that national, state and local standards are not
only being taught, but learned.
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Brentwood welcomed Nick Hardy as principal of the Swasey School in
August. Nick brings extensive administrative experience to Swasey and the
SAU. Also in Brentwood, acting on the Governor's monetary incentives,
the citizens voted to eliminate tuition-based kindergarten in October and
now flilly fund this important program. Kensington, Newfields, and East
Kingston are in the process of studying building additions to their facilities
in order to address space concerns.
The SAU continues to make efforts to prepare our students technologically
as they enter the 21" Century. This is an immense endeavor and one that
generates lots of dialogue and conversation. I think most people agree,
however, that students must be prepared with the various technologies on
completion of their public education as they either enter the world of work
or post-secondary education. Further agreement exists regarding the
importance of providing for technology's authentic expression in the
curriculum. Although some individual schools in the SAU have adequate
access to technology, as a whole, the SAU technology opportunities are
inadequate for students, staff and for -use by the various communities. In
my opinion, this has to be a priority in the years to come.
The funding of quality education is an emotional issue; indeed it is an
expensive proposition. However, there is arguably no mission that is more
important to a democracy than an educated citizenry. The SAU Schools
need community involvement and support in order to meet the challenges of
the next century.
After my first six months as the new superintendent for SAU 16, and for my
wife and I as residents of the Granite State, we both appreciate the genuinely
warm reception extended by all.
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